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The goal of the Bureau of Mines is to help assure an ample an,d
dependable, supply of minerals and mineral fuels from diversified
sources at reasonable prices and at minimum social cost in, theJorm
of environmental pollution and sickness, and injuries to the men who
must work in the minerals industries.

To achieve this end, the Bureau encourages and provides' research
leadership in developing new science and technology leading to eco
nomic and safe extractive processing and utilization of the 'Nation's
mineral and mineral fuel resollrces. Inasmuchas the privateindus
trial sector is the principal producer and consumer of minerals and
fuels, the industry benefits from the Bureau's scientific research and
investigations; and jts mineral -economics, -res6'urce, 'and statistical
studies., , , , , ,,' , , ' ' " '

The Geological Survey's program is nationalin scopeandbasthe~e

compre~ensive objectives : ,to,compl.ete,the to,)pographic m,a,PP,i',ng", ?,f
the .United States according to natlOnal,'standards and tomamtam
the' maps' in up-to-date condition; to complete the geologic mapping
of the United States according to nationalstandards: to appr"isethe
water, mineral,and mineral-fuelreso\'rces of the United States; to
classify and appraise' the mineral value of federally owned lands; to
supervise extraction of minerals-end -minerel fuels from federally
owned lands under lease; and to carry 01) research in the principles
and instrumentation of surveying, hydrology, geology; geophysics,
and geochemisery, and related subjects.

WIth respect to (a), the above activities are carried out through
four operating Divisions-e-Topographic, Geologic, 'Yater Resources,
and Oonse""atlOn-whose programs 'are closely interrelated, for
example, topographic maps are the base for compilation of g~ologic
maps, and for mineral and water resources studies and investigations;
and geologic maps are basic to water resources studies and investiga
tions and to determine the mineral and waterpower potential and
proper classificationof public lands. ,<, '

With respect to (b) and (c), because the, Survey's programs are
approached from the standpoint of national goals and needs, other
Federal agencies and the private industrial sector benefit from and
use the results of the Geological Survey's surveys, investigations, and
research in a manner similar to that described above. .

2 (a), (b), and (c). Reclamation R. & J), efforts have been mission
oriented to solve immediate and long-ral)ge problems arising in its
planl)ing; design, construction, and operation and maintenance pro
grams. In testimony before the Appropriations Oommittees, we have
shown that benefits derived from such efforts have had dollar value as
much as 10 times the cost involved. These savingshave been realized
through better uses of materials ; proven applications of new materials;
improved construction, operation, and maintenanc~ methods; and
refined planning techniques leading to safer and more economical
structures.• Virtually, all. findings have applications among Federal
agencies and in the private industrial sectors concerned with water
resources activities. We also believe that the product derivedfrom:

(a) The biological and technological research conducted by the
Bureau of Commercial Fisheries is necessary if th~agency is to have
available the informationneeded to meet its responsibilities and ob
jectivesfor conservation and management of fishery resources.
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(b) Information gathered by the Bureau about the environment
and its resources is used by other agencies within Interior (Bureau of
Sport Fisheries and Wildlife" Geological Survey, Federal Water
Pollution Control Administration, etc.) other departments in the
Federal Government (Department of Defense, Health, Education,
and Welfare, Atomic Energy Commission, Commerce, etc.), and by

/ State governments. Information provided by the Bureau is particu
larly ·useful to States in the management of fishery resources within
their territorial waters•

.(c) One of the Bureau's major objectives is ~o strengthen and main
tam a vigorousfishing industry and many of Its research and service
activities are directed toward this end. Although many of our re
search results are immediately and directly applicable to industry's
needs and problems, much greater effort needs to be spentin improving
this transfer of information and technology.

The technology identified, .collected, and organized by the Bureau
of Sport Fisheries and Wildlife is essential to our own agency for the
interpretation of problems offish and wildlife and environmental
management andin discovering ways to solve them. Some aspects
of our technology are of considerable. value to other Federal agencies
in the general resource management field, such as the U.S. Forest
Service..• The private industrial sector has relatively little application
for our own technological developments. .

7. FEDERAL AVIATIONAGEN:CY

(a) All FAA research alld development is d.h-J"tly initiated by and
applicable to established requirements for the national airspace
system. Requirements are verified on .a: staff level and technical
results are applied through functions on development and operational
levels within the A~ency. . . .'. . '. '" .

(b) There is a high degree of applicability and value of technology
derived by the FAA to the Department of Defense and the National
Aeronautics and Space Administration, where an overall commonality
of interest exists, and in diminishing degree to. other Federal agencies
such as Department of Commerce, Department of Interior, Depart
ment of Health, Education, and Welfare, U.S. Coast Guard, and
others, which have interest in specific areas. For example, a con
siderable amount of technology exchange is experienced between the
FAA and the Bureau of Standards and Environmental Science Services
Administration, Department of Commerce. Such exchanges are not
only applicable and valuable but. mandatory for successful conduct of
mission .

. (c)peri.v~d technology also.hasa high d.!,.g~ee. o.f value arid appli.ca
bility m the private industrial sector. ThIS IS ObVIOUS m the case of
supersonic transport development, but exists also in the general areas
of avionics system and component development, aircraft engineering
and safety development, and aviation medical technological research.
Many examples could be cited, such as airborne radar.beacon trans
ponder squipment, navigation instrumentation, airframe and pro
pulsion system improvements, emergency oxygen dropout mask and
equipment, anda host of others. These developments benefit not only
primary equipment manufacturers but affect in turn many component
supplies;
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8.'DEPARTMENTOF-HEALT~HJED·UCATtON; A~D WEL-FARE

This Department creates technology as one of itsprimarymissions-e
for the express, integral purpose of distributing it to the health and
scientific community, both public and private, industrial and non
profit. Likewise, we support and engage in a vast range of informa
tion activities because of their vast potential to improve the life of our
society and the individual within it. To do this implements the
resolution of the President to utilize all of our resources economically
and to the fullest extent toward solution of health and other problems.

D. POLICIES FOR TECHNOLOGY TRANSFE~, QUESTION 3

The, two Federalagen'Cieswhich generate the most technology
(NASA and DOD) h,we radically different policies for collecting and
disseminating the information. , NASA requires its contractors to
report not only inventions and innovations but the underlying ideas
and techniques. The costs of reporting are, allowable under the con
tract. The information is, then processed through an: elaborate
agency-operated system. Finally, a variety of experimental dissemi
nation centers make contact with industry and aid in finding applies
tions.NASAfollowsa take-title patent policy although the Adc
ministratorfrequently waives this right when, in his' judgment, .the
public interest will-be served. ", ," :

The Departmentof Defense believes, that the normal incentives of
the patent system are' suflicientto guarantee the 'public interest will
be served in exploitation and development of the technology for
civilian use.irPatent rightsaretisually passed to the R. & D. cone
tractor. ,The DOD" information dissemination vpolicy iis heavily
influenced by, national' security, considerations. .Beyond the secret
and confidential. classification, a category of "unelassified rbu tre
stricted" is used for ;private proprietary information. . According to
information furnished to the subcommittee, "Due to distribution
limitations imposed by security classification, proprietary rights and
other controls, the defense documentation center-was only able to
release 16,000of the more than.50,000 documents received to the
clearinghouses for Federal scientific and technical information in
fiscal year 1965.". " ",;

Assuming roughly equivalent dollarvalue,this means that ,68
percent of the DOD research and development effort in that period
(about $7 billion) is not available for secondary application in other
industries. This amounts to almost $5 billion or one-third of all the
federally sponsoredR.& D. infhat year. Rendering such a sub
stantial portion of technology unavailable poses a serious question
for fu ture policy planning in transfer programs. ,: "

The Atomic Energy Commission operates under important security
restraints. However, its mission to develop civilian power; reactors
has evolved an elaborate dissemination 'system. For more general
purpose technology, the AEChasbeguil to .operate Offices of Industrial
Cooperation at Argonne and OakRidge National Laboratories. A
program of cooperation with NASA in originating ubriefindustrially
oriented summaries of.its innovations" suggests thatAEC policy IS
sympathetic-to a purposeful transfer program; ,
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DHEW, does assist State and private laboratories in applying new
techniques such as automated analytical procedures developed by
the National Institutes of Health.

Somewhat surprisingly, the Department ofCommerce "does not
have any orgamzed program to pursue new applications of DOG
funded technology:" In contrast to the, NASA theme, the State
Technical Services-information is "not pushed or broadcast from a
central Federal agency."

'Detailed replies from theagencies are presented, below.

1. NATIONAL AERONAUTICS AND SPACE AGENCY
. ,-' .".

All NASA contracts for research and development contain clauses
obligating the contractor to report to NASAthe new technology first
conceived or reduced topractice in the performance of that contract.
New technology is broadly defined to include inventions, innovations,
improvements, and discoveries'-thus including, for example, computer
programs. The NASA definition of new technology is contained in
NASA Handbook for Reportable Items. NASA further asks those
contractorsw9rking on major projects to submit their plans for
identifying,documenting, and reporting this new, technology. This
N~SA requirement is spelled out in NASA Procurement Regulation
Section3.501~(bHlx). To assist the contractorIn-devising .a proper
plan, NASAhas published an additional NASAHandbook. ' " ,

Importantly,NASA asks its contractors to describe the concepts
and principles underlying the specific inventions and innovations
made under contract. This is essential to successful technology
transfer because most "transfer'" takes the form of someoneproceed
ing from such underlying. concepts and. principles to design an analog
of the hardware item. NASA required.' In othenvords,the specific.
piece of hardware resulting from a given-development program gen
erallYh,as far less capabilityfortransferen,ce than does the knowledge
underlying that hardware.
'Each NASAfield installation has a technology utilization office,
staffed by onerorrmora experienced engineers ,and scientists who
administer the new technology clause in contracts let by thatInstal
lation and who identify, document, and reportthe new technology
generated through inhouse work at that installation. These men also
evaluate the technology reported by.contractor~ to determine its
novelty and the completeness of the documentatlOn.Wherenecesc
sary,-, these i.tems are furth,er evaluatsdfor novelty, practicality, and
utility bymdependeIlt'reseatch institutes. The new technology
which survives this screening is published by NASA in one of several
formats: (a) The Tech Brief. This is a brief announcement of the
innovation, designed to provide only sufficient 'information, for the
potentially interested engineer.scientist, or businessman to determine
the relevance of -the information to his requirements. , Some-tech
briefs are compl9t9 descriptions of the innovations; More,however,
are simply announcementsandinterested'parties can.obtain additional
information ("backup packages") by writing to the technology
utilization oflicer whose address appears on the Tech Brief. Further,
the interestedreaderofa tech brief can call the technology utilization
officer with specific questions and •the 'officer, will seek to obtain
answers from the innovator or other expert at his installation and reply
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to the inquirer. (b) More complexor more immediatelysignificant
innovations are often published by NASA as technology utilization
reports. (c) Some related inc~emental advances in the state of the
art are published as compilations. '. . '. ...

NASA also publishes technology surveys. These are written Under
contract to NASA by authorities ina .field to ",hich NASA, in the
course of its projects, has made significant contributions. These
surveys are designed to guide the reader to recent advances in a given
technical domain and to guide him to sources of additional information
on those advances.

Many means of dissemination are employed in the NASA technology
~tilization yrogram. More than 1,000 trade, technical, business, and
professionapublicationsreceive NASA tech briefs and technology
utilization publications that fall within the interest areas uftheir
audiences. . Any U.S. citizen can be placed on a technology utilization
mailing list to receive announcements ofNASA technology utilization
publications and tech. briefs. NASA tech-briefs and technology
utilization publications· are sold by the Government Printing
Office a~d the Clearinghouse for Federal Scientific and Te?hnical
Information, ... ... . . _-. '. _< .•...•• '. ••.

The eight experimental regional dissemination centers sponsored
by NASA make available not only the technology utilization publica
tions but the complete unclassifiedstorehouse of information collected
by NASA on a worldwide basis to support the needs of scientists
and engineers working on NASA projects. This information bank
now contains a collection of nearly 220,000 documents, all abstracted,
indexed, categorized, and filed .on computer tape. Member companies
llt. regional dissemination centers pay annual membership fees f,or
the. value added to this information at the. regional dissemination
center via the professional staff of that center assisting in problem
and objective definition, designing search strategies and interest
profiles, screening documents for relevance, interpreting results, and
providing other services aimed at getting the right information to the
right person at the right time. The regional dissemination centers
are also equipped to serve as regional resources for the designated
institutions under the State technical services program of the 'Com
lJle~ce Department. NASA also sppnsprs and participates in con
ferences, symposia; workshops, and seminars to transfer technology.
NASA has also recently supported the establishment of three bio
medical application teams at three research institutes. These teams
establish interinstitutional relationships with medical research groups
at universities, clinics, research hospitals, and, Government.medical
research institutions. The teams work with theresearchers todefine
specific barriers to the forward progress' of biomedicine.vI'I'hese
barriers are then divided into their' components and described «in
functional terms in the form of a problem abstract. These abstracts
are then circulated to NASA field installations.

Meanwhile, a search of the NASA information bank is completed.
The responses from the field installations and the resultsofthelitera
ture search are then compiled and organized by the teams and pre"
sented to the research groups as partial orcomplete solutions .to the
barriers. Examples of transfer achieved in this way can be made
available to the committee if desired. .NASA also .employs many
more traditional means of dissemination, as explained in "How To
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Use NASA's Scientific and Technical Information System.". Some
ofthe NASA technology utilization dissemination means are described
in, "NASA's Technology Utilization Program.". NASA is also
experimenting with additional mechanisms to .disseminate and
communicate new technology, Through all of these mechanisms,
NASA provides the means' for potential users of NASA-derived
t.echnology to actively and efficiently pursue additional applications
for this technology.

2. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE

(a) Ide1;tifioationa~dreporting '" .' . .' '. .. "
Each NBS and ESSA scientist is encouraged to.report all significant

scientific and technical advances. Also, all in-house or contract work
in the Bureau of Public Roads, High Speed Ground Transportation,
and the Maritime Commission isrequired to be published or reported
in some suitable format.the earliest practical time. For. example,
N13Salone produces about 1,200 technical publications per year. '
(b) Organization/and evaluation

The Department of Commerce has two importantprogramsinthis
area,'," .'

First, theN13S sponsors' the National StandaJ:'d Reference Data
program which operates or coordinates 28 information and data cen
ters, (12 of them in NBS) for the organization and evaluation of tech
nical data. The data, however, are produced by both federally sup~

ported ",ork and all other work.
Second, the Clearinghouse for Federal Scientific and Technical In

formation, which is discussed in more. detail in the next section, has,
forover a year, been making a systematic evaluation of all federally
sponsored research reports which theyreceive, identifying those which
appear to be of unusual significance (",bout 10 percent of all reports),
and then issuing a special monthly Fast Announcement 13ulletinin 60
selected categories of high industrial interest. The subscriber~.to this
bulletin pay $5 per year and currently number 6,500, and have been
rapidly increasing. Over,90 percent of them are outside the Federa!
Government. In their evaluation of significance, the Clearinghouse
staff oftell uses other DOC sci~ntistsandengineersas consultants.
Because of its (n~arly)colllprehensive coverage of federally supported
work and its selective focus to different categories of users, we believe
this service will prove to be of unusual value in the dissemination of
the resultsoffedlll'aJly supported.science and technology.
(c) Publicatirn and di8semination
. In' ESSA, Transportation, and Census, publication of technical

work is.sentto-appropriate technical journals, published by the GPO,
or is preparedin the form of reports which are sent to the Clearing
house.

In NBS, in addition, as we have.notedabove, there is a 3-seetion
Journal of Research andB series of nonperiodicalpublications, all
published by the GPO, whose subscribers number in the 3,000 to
6,000 range, ' '. . .,

The Patent Office publishes all U.S. Government-owned patents
released forlicerise by the public in the weekly, Official Gazette. In
addition, the Clearinghouse has published a series, Abstracts of Gov-
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- .....,.,.,,, are primarily colleges, universities, and qualified nonprofit Institutions.

ernnient-owned Patents, which covers all patents released prior to
December 1963. Thus, the existence and nature of all Government
owned patents are presently available to the public in an indexed and
organized form. .

One of the largest DOC activities in the area of the dissemination
of federally supported technology, however, is the Clearinghouse.
This organization has a file of some.500,000 unclassified technical re
ports and foreign translations. The reports cover most of the unclassi
fied Federal work since 1945 not otherwise published. At present,
acquisitions of technical reports are received at the rate of 22,000
per year from all Federal agencies. It is estiniated that this is about
80 percent of all the unclassified material of this type suitable for
public distribution, and efforts are continuing to locate and procure
the balance which is mainly scattered throughout the Government in
a large number of places.' . . • •.' . •. . .

In addition, the Clearinghouse receives and announces about 22,000
translations of foreign technical documents per year,

Its main announcement bulletin, the U.S. Government Research
and Development Reports, goes to about 4\000 subscribers throughout
the Federal Government, the Nation, ana the world, and results in
the distribution of some 1.8 million documents (in both hard copy and
microfiche). A little over one-half of these went to the DOC and its
contractors, and the balance to other users, who paid $1.3 million
for the services.... .t:', .

The Clearinghouse provides one other announcement bulletin and
limited referral services. It is at present the only- single point of
contact which connects a user in another agency or .outside the
Government to all the unclassified federally supported technology not.
published in the open literature.. . .' . .' '..

Finally, the D.oC is heavily involved in disseminating not only
federally supported technology, but all other technology through the
recently established Office of State Technical Services. This organi
zation has cost-sharing programs in 54. States and territories,. and is
currently working directly with over 102 participating institutions 1

in the dissemination of science and technology to business, commerce,
and industry. It is anticipated that this number will rise to 500 or
more as the program grows. We believe that, when fully developed,
these participating institutions will form the most effective single link
between federally produced technology and local needs.. The parti
cipating institutions are close to the potential users of science and
technology, understand their needs and, therefore, can form the highly
selective links to the stores of information in the Federal Government
or anywhere else which are necessary to meet the local needs. In this
concept, technical' information is selectively pulled out of the.store
according to local initiative and need, and not pushed or broadcast
from a central Federal agency. Most of the needed information or
techniques will not come from Federal programs. The best current
understanding of the technology transfer process, which we will expand
upon in answer to question 4, below, indicates .that this is themost
efficient way. One of the goals in the program is to develop a vfl-ry
large number of regional centers at or associated with the participating
institutions, which organize and store technical information tailored
sharply to the interests and needs of local commerce and industry.

1 ml'. ....o,
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Since State and local funds will be used to finance at least half of the
budgets of these centers, there will be an unusually strong tendency
to focus-as is the intention-on local interests. Purely Federal
support would not, in general, be so sensitive to local needs.
(Ii) The active pursuit cf new applications

The DOC does not have any organized program to pursue new
applications of DOC funded technology.

3. DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE

Developments in the course of research projects are identified and
reported. by the military departments and defense agenoiea .to the
Director of Defense Research and Engineering who maintains an
active liaison for the exchange of information within the Department
and coordinates actions as appropriate with those activities having
collateral or related functions in their respective fields of assigned
responsibility. The primary distribution of these reports is made
directly to DOD organizations having a known interest in the results
and the reports are made available for secondary distribution to DOD
and other Federal activities, their contractors, subcontractors, grant
ees, and to potential defense contractors. This wide dissemination
permits the use of the scientific and technical information. in the
pursuit of other Government applications,

With respect to the identification and utilization of Defense-devel
oped technology in the private industrial sector, it is the policy of the
Department of Defense to encourage contractors to exploit unclassified
technology resulting .from Defense-sponsored research and develop
ment within the private sector. The Departmellt recognizes that the
prompt exploitation of technological developments resulting from
Government-sponsored research by the civilian community is desirable
so that public can benefit from the civilian use of such achievements,
To best serve this goal the Department's patent policy is designed to
provide for the prompt passage into the CIvilian economy of scientific
and teclJ.l1ological developments by means of either acquiring title to
inventions coupled with liberal licensing arrangements for industry, or
by retaining an irrevocable, nonexclusive, royalty-free license for
governmental purposes and allowing the contractor to retain title in
situations where the normal incentives provided by the patent system
are a sufficient guarantee that the inventions will be exploited and
developed for civilian use.

4; ATOll.1IC:ENERGy 'COMMisSlqN

The general statements ofpolicy, purpose, and principle contained
in the act have been interpreted rather broadly by the Commission
and" comprehensive program for the collection, dissemination.
and organization of information related to atomic energy has been
established.

The basic language of the contract and of the AEC Procurement
Regulations detail the requirement for a contractor to document the
results of its research, and develOPment and to submit these documents
to the Division of Technical Information for dissemination. Various
chapters in the AEC Manual explain more explicitly the procedures for
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preparing documents, including the security and classification require
ments, and for the, disseminati0!i' of such documents.

By policy and instructions, the AEC has stated that both classified
and unclassified information resulting "from 'Commission' sponsored
research and development, regardless of the format in which it is
published, must be disseminated within theAECfamily and to other
Government agencies and their contractors. The classified publica
tions are distributed to each of these organizations through a subject
category sys~elllafteradetermination of the facili~Y's"needcto-know/'

The .u~classified publications also are made availableto-the general
pubhcm the Umted States and abroad. They arsdietributed, free
of charge, to some 175 AEC depositorylibrariesIocatedin 46 States,
and ,in 55 foreign countries and four international agencies. 'Most of
the unclassified documents, with theexception of commercial publica
tions are made available for' sale' through the Clearinghouse for
Federal Scientific and Technical.Information.

The scientific and technicalinforlllation, is disseminated in many
formats such as: 'reports,' jon:nal articles, :mono/,?"aphs" en~ineering
mat~nals, conference proceedmgs, translationscbibliographies, com
puter codes and programs, ,state-of-thecart reviews, data compilations,
press releases, motion picture film and popular level booklets.'

Realizing that a considerable amount of research and de'v~lopnieIlt
is conducted by other orgaoi~ations, the, Commission has develqped
an extensive exchange program. Arrangements have been made for
AEC contractors to "receive regularly reports issued by NASA arid
the DOD which,a.re needed to support their activities. Many
exc!'anges have b~eninstituted~ith priv,,:teorganizationsin the
United States and m some 45 foreign countries which have pr()grams
in the field of atomic energy. The material received-from abroad is
made available to the, AEO contractors, other Government agencies
and their contractors and t~ thege~er.alpublicin theUnitedStat~s.

The foreign reports are dIstrIbuted similarly to theQEO repo~ts while
the c()mmercial publications are deposited in an AEC library and
made available on a loan basis. " "',' ,,'

Since some of ,the documents received from abroad are in foreign
languages, the Commission has established a program of translating
these ,publications ,as, required. ,The, traoslations are distributed
within the Government. ,The noncopyright material is distributed
to the AECdepositories aod is sold by the Olearingh()use, Copyright
publications are deposited in theTranslationsOenter, John,Creiar
Library, ,illinois Institute of 'Technology, and may be borrowed 1:>Y
private organizations. '

It was realized as early as 1948 that the body of literature on nuclear
scienye and technology would be useless unless it, was brought under
bibliographic control: "Nuclear Science Abstracts, " begun in that
year by the AEO, has indexed and abstracted in excess of 250,000
unclassified items and during 1966" will announce more than 55,000
itellls. These items include reports, 'journal articles, books, patents,
theses, translations, . conference ,pr.oceedings, engineering unateriels,
state-of-the-art reviews and bibliographies. aNuclear Science Ab
stracts" is distributed to all organizations receiving AEC reports, to
the AEC depositories and to universities working in thefield of atomic
energy,. It' also is sold through the Superintendent of Documents.
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The Division of Technical Information of the AEC with its compre
hensive collection of. literature on atomic energy serves as a docu
mentation center.. It prepares "Nuclear Science Abstracts" and other
bibliographic publications and answers inquiries received from Gov
ernment agencies and their contractors, private industry, universities,
and the general public; . . . .'

It is worth mentioning that the Commission has carried out a rather
extensive and continuing declassification review. A considerable por
tion of the technology that formerly was classified has been declassi
fied and the information made available to the public. Currently
more than 80 percent of the documents are issued initially as unclassi
fied publications. Additionally, the AEC through its access permittee
program makes certain classified documents available to industry
when needed to support commercial ventures in the nuclear. field.

The Commission encourages its employees and those of its contrac
tors to publish through the scientific and technical societies and
commercial publishers and.has.formany years assumed "page charges"
to' help support the professional society publications.

Other types of information activities ofinterest include the exhibits
which are held at national scientific, technical or industrial meetings
and at State fairs and the lecture demonstration programs presented
at high schools throughout the country. using specially trained subject
specialists. ,. . o' .0 ." •••• 0 • •••• 0 ',.•

However, because of thehi~hly specializednature of the Iiterature,
the Commission has established information and data. analysis
centers. These centers are manned by scientists or engineers who are
specialists in the subject field covered by the center. Theprimary
functions of these centers are to prepare state-of-the-art reviews or
data compilations and to provide specific information in response to
inquiries (not just lists of documents). The services of these centers
are availabletoeveryoneand the publications are made available as
as reports or commercial publications, 0 .0 •

Because the oliterature is so extensive and the .information-on a
specific subject appears in numerous publications, the Commission
sponsors various publications to summarize .theliterature.Jn the
journal field, the AEC publishes four Technical Progress Reviews:
Nuclear Safety, Reactor Materials, Isotopes and Radiation Technol
ogy, and Power Reactor Technology, Thesejournals contain articles
reviewing the current status of various programs, descriptions of new
developments and state-of-the-art reviews; . .' .

The Oommission also sponsors books and monographs on specialized
topics related to the field of atomic energy, written by outstanding
specialists. These publications are made available through come
mercial publishers. In a related effort the AEOaiso sponsors semi
professional level booklets which are made available through the
Commission to the general public.•

From this brief review it can be seen that the Commission has an
extensive Program for making the results of its research and develop
mente available within the agency, to .other agencies, and their con
tractors, to industry, to educationalinstitutions,and to the general
public. A considerable amount of. technology transfer has resulted
from these efforts; however, it is impossible to obtain reliable feedback
to determine the exact extent of the transfer. This"lack of feedback"
problem is a major difficulty in determining the value of any technology
utilization nroeram.
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While tIe dissemination program is an important transfermech
anisl1l, there are many other activities which bring about significant
transfers.

1.' Products, processes,"and techniques developed as ",result of
AEC industrial contracts, subcontracts or 'procurement actions
frequently are transferred to the commercial field.' For example,a
radiation-detection instrument, a use of isotopes io nondestructive
testing or a method of chemical anaylsis may be developed as part of
an AEC program. If the item has general use in the atomic energy
field, the company may arrange to produce the-item on a commercial
basis.

2. The Atomic Energy Act, in Chapter 4: Research, authorizes
and encourages the Commission to conduct research and development
activities for the purpose of, in part, advancing the civilian technology
and carrying out educational and ·traioing activities for educational
and charitable institutions and hospitals. The Commission through
its industrial participation program has provided support to. the
civilian power reactor effort and has transferredto industry certain
operations initially performed within the. AEC family, such as the
production of isotopes, reactor fuel reprocessing, the manufacture of
fuel elements. . .. . . ...•",.

3. Oneol the best, but most expensive, means of transferring
technology is by person-to-person communication. The Commission
has sponsored or . ~llPpor~ed· numerous conferellces, se~na!sl. and
workshops and has encouraged Its personnel and those of Its con
tractors to participate inpr?f.ession~l,in.du~trial,and civic meetings.
The AEC also encourages VISIts by industrial-and other personnel to
AEC facilities as a means of providing firsthand knowledge of technical
developments.

4. The transfer of certain licensing andregulatory functions to the
States,under ag;reements with the Commission, has transferred
technology also, .. .. ..'. . "

5. AEC policy permits 1\EC contractor employees to serve as con"
sultants .to indllstry when commercial services, are not available.
Also industry may, arrange to have its employees work at an AEC
facility. Both of these activities are conducted on a cost reimbursable
basis.., '",,' ., .' '.. ',' . ". ....

6. The Commi~sionhas opened l1lany of itsfacilities to the general
public through conducted tours, or individual. visits for business

.P1IrPOS~S. . The traflicthiough these facilities is extensive. ,For
instoose, the recorded total of 'Visitors at Argonne dllring fis~alyear

1966. was sOIlle. 8,800; the actual total probably was considerably
higher since not all visits are recorded.

While these activities had 'resulted in a considerable transfer of
technology, the Commission decided in 1963 to conduct an overall
review of its efforts to de~ermihe the character and extent of the
technology that had been tr"nsferred. The f~llowing generalizations
can be made from the information obtainedduringthis review:

1. Most of the transfers involved nuclear related items or innova
tions. which could be.readily adapted for commercial use and resulted
from some direct contactby industry with the Commission, . .

2. There was a t(1)deIlcyf~r the transfer to occur with medium
size<iand large industries that.havetlie necessary information and
research staffs to identify,'evaluatei and-adapt innovations. .
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3. The existing scientific and technicaUiteratureproduced as a
result of AEC sponsored work was written for practicing scientists
and engineers, not business management. The authors in these
documents discussed the results of the overall research program.
Little emphasis was given to the various items of technology which
contributed to the research program.

4. It was determined that a substantial body of nonnuclear tech
nology existed which, if more. effectively brought to industry's
attention,might have potential commercial applications.

As. a result of this study, the Commission issued a directive which
specifically encouraged the transfer of nonuclear technology and
authorized contractors to provide consulting and on-site work in the
nonnuclear area when such services are not available commercially.
These services are provided on ,a cost reimbursable basis,

The Commission has taken a varied and experimental approach to
its transfer program partly because no one mechanism has proven to
be the most effective for all purposes andbecause the different seg
ments of industry .tend to use different transfer mechanisms as the.
means of identifying new developments., ", ,.',

As one result of the study, it was decided to establish Offices of
Industrial Cooperation at major AEC installations in an effort to
develop a more coordinated approach to the technology transfer activ
ity. '. Two offices, one at Argonne .National Laboratory and the other
at Oak Ridge NationalLaboratory, were established as pilot opera
tions. .The principle functions of these offices are: to sponsor indus
trial meetings and tours, to arrange visits by individuals from indus
try, to answer inquiries, t.o publicize the AEC's technology tran..sfer
program and to identify and announce innovations. The AEC and
these offices have expended considerable efforts to keep abreast of
new developments in the technology. transfer field and. to coordinate
their activities with the National Aeronautics and Space Adminis
tration, the Small Business Administration, the Office of State Tech
nical Services of the Department of Commerce, and with the Clearing
house for Federal Scientific and Technical Information. In a pilot
progralI! establishedat Argonne, theAEC has held a series of meetings,
cosponsored by these agencies, for various segments of industry in the
greater Chicago area. For example, one meeting involved the Tool
and Die Institute, another the ,metalworkingiIldustry, and a thirdthe
electronics. industry. The agencies explained to the industrial repre
sentatives the .extent, of. the Government's transfer activities and
specifically how industry could, benefit. The representatives also
~ere given .a tour of those Argonnefacilities of interest to them.

In another experimental prograrn, Argonne has begun to>prepare
brief,industriallyoriented.summariesof its innovations. Many items
from the patentdisclosure file which.were not of interest to the Com
mission or which were not patentable willbe announced as a .result of
this effort. In addition, Argoimepersonnel are submitting, volun
tarily, items which were not considered to be patentable-.,As aresult
of an agreement between the A.EC anq.lIl"AS'A,Argonne ,Vill identify
the innovations and prepare. the announcements While lIl"ASA .will
assist with the .evaluation and editing arid will publish the briefs.
These summaries and those .resultingfrolll.the joint AEC-NASA
research and development programswillbe Identified as "AEc.~NASA
Tech Briefs" and will be disseminated as.part of the existing "NASA.. .,'. '.- ',,'
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Tech Brief" program. Incorporating the AEC briefs into the existing
system should be of substantial benefit to industry since those organi
zations .already receiving the NASA material, will automatically
receivetheAEC items.

Based on our experience to date, we. believe' that these Offices of
Industrial Cooperation can serve as a valuable linkin the technology
transfer process. To date the program has .been modest but the
Commission plans to establish two additional offices in fiscal year 1968
if the 'funds become available.

Should it become national policy for the Government to foster the
transfer of technology, it. would be necessary fortlie Commission to
establish a more comprehensive programto fully exploit its technology.

"5. DEPARTMENT OF "AGRICULTURE

Theidentificatioll an.d reporting of the]lrinci;~1findings of research
has been-considered as an essential phase of the research undertaking
throughout the history ofthisDepartment's effortin.this field. The
act establishing the U.S. Department.ofAgricul.ture directed that the
new agency "acquire and diffuse among the people of the United
States useful information on subjects connected with agriculture in
themost.general and comprehensive sense of thatword." *. *"

The Experiment Station Act of 1887providing>one of the first
authorizations for Federal. grants for research specified that moneys
provided for payments to State agricultural experiment stations should
be for the purJ?ose of paying necessary expenses of.conducting investi
gations and prmting and distributing the-results thereof. 'I'his proviso
has been carried forward through each act supplementing this basic
authorit~. '. . '.', •.... " . ' •.

A baSIC requirement covering the negotiation of research contracts
is that the description of the work shall disclose as well as possible the
research objective sought, .the methods of approach, and evaluation
ofresults obtained. '. . ., " ..... ..

A description of the Department's major scientific and techoical
information activities, including the educational programs carried out
by the extension servjceisattached in response to that portion of the
question pertaining to the -organization.ievaluation, publication, and
dissemination of. scientific and .technical: information. gained from
federally supported programs (seep. 90).'. ,.,.. .

In considering activities pursued by this Department in seeking
new applications for scientific and technical findings, it is important
to keep in mind the character of the farming industry "\"hich.is a
major, but by no means the only, focal point of this Department's
effort. ,Application of much of,the new knowledge related to agri
cultural production,processing, and distributionipractices must ex
tend to a high percentage oLthe Nation's individual farmers-and
distributors if its full imp-act is to be realized. This situation. poses
requirements uniquely different from transferring technology-to one
or a few major. industrial concerns as would be true in many types of
physical and engineering research findings from Government agencies
serving other elements of the Nation's economy.> .
. The description of the use of mass communications media and the
comprehensiveeducation and demonstration program of the extension
service covers the principal procedures employed for transferring
technology to agriculture's widely dispersed clientele.
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; For those parts of ourresearcheffort.which normally find applica
tion in the private industrial sector" notably utilization; processing,
and marketing research programs, cit is the policy of the Department of
Agriculture with regard to both inhouse and extramural programs to
encourage and assist in' the exploitation of technology resulting from
such research. Many procedures are, employed in transferring such
new teehnologytoindustry.v-In the Forest Service new applications
are actively pursued through technical, developmental, and functional
divisions; memorandum of implementation; State and private forestry
working with, .State and industrial foresters and .with ismall forest
industries and forest managers; periodic program reviews with
national forest administration ; regular meetings with representatives
of forest industry; through individual and small group meetings with
forest and forest industry representatives;' and through response to
individual inquiries by visit, telephone, and correspondence.

The four regional utilizationresea:chlaboratorresof the Agricul
tural Research Service hold an average of more than 50 industrial
conferences •annually to communicate reSel1rch findings' and applica
tions t? other scientific workers, and technical and-industrial groups.
Proceedings of the more important conferences are published. In
addition, the laboratories each year receive an average ofmore than
7,000 technical visitors who observe research results and al?plications
firsthand. Market\ng researc.h divisions cpoperate extensively-with
the private sector m developrngmoreeffective techmques, layouts,
and equipment, in the handling and distribution offarm andforest
products. "•' ," '

The general practice of this Department in governing patentable
results, growing out of Federal research programs though public
service patents assigned to the Secretary of Agriculture and' made
freely available, under nonexclusive licenses to 'all applicants has,
we believe, been ~her~ht poli9yfor thi~ Department, with ad
vantages 'outweIghing disadvantages. "ThIS policy has been isuf
ficiently flexibile to permit effective collaboration with cooperators
in colleges and universities,' especially where substantial cost sharing
is 'involved. Generally, the p'at~ntpoliciesofthoseinstit",tionsare
designed to protect the publicrnterest and can be permitted full
play in our cooperative agreements with them, '

The Department generally has not secured foreign patents on its
research findings of a patentable nature.

c6.·:DEPARTMENT'o'-F'-THE INTEIUOR

All technological developments resulting from Office of Coal
Research research projects are published in a.final reporLwhich is
then distributed publicly, ,Thus, the details of the technical develop
ments.soreported are available for the broadest possible acceptance
and application. 'The Officeof Coal Research does not pursue poten
tial new applications resulting from such processes since we believe
this would be beyond the province of our act once the research has
been completed. '. " ., ",

The Office of Saline Water research and development program is
conducted through contracts and grants with private' industry,
universities and nonprofit institutions.' In addition, OSW has several
agreements with other Government agencies. Essentially all of the
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work conducted by the Officeof Saline Water under these arrangements
results in the preparation and submission of reports on the technical
data acquired during the performance of .the OSW-sponsoredwork.
These reports are reviewed by the cogoizant technical manager and
the reports 'are then prepared for issuance as,OSW technical reports.
These reports are distributed to other interested,OSW contractors,
as iwell as other governmental" organizations. .Periodically, OSW
releases lists of recent'OSW-publishedreports for .the general public.
These lists get widespread distribution and appear in many of the
trade and technical journals. , "

In addition to the above procedure, the Office of Saline Water and
contractor personnel representing OSW participate in technical sym
posia, as well as occasional international symposia related io'the
desalting field. Much valuable information regarding technological
programs in the desalting field is gained from these meetings. The
desalting field also has two newsletters, Desalting Digest and Water
Desalination Report, which contribute greatlyin focusing the many
efforts and activities-underway in this technical field. Both the
Office of Saline Water and its contractors supply information to the
editors and reporters of these trade newsletters in order to broaden
the base of knowledge in, the desalting field. "
, The Office of Saline Water personnel also participate on several
intra- and inter-agency scientific and technical coordination groups
in order to keep informed on the programs and developments of
other Government-sponsored research; Since OSW is greatly inter
ested in other Government-sponsored research programs concerned
with water and its properties, as well as the materials research and
development 'programs of several agencies, close contact is. main
tamed, WIth these other agencies both through these coordinating
committees and systems as well as throughyersonal contact.

"I'he widespread dissemination oftechnica data concerned with the
Office of Saline Water program, as discussed above;maturally leads
to the evaluation by both OSW personnel as well as contractor per"
sonnel of the technology developed. Application of this new tech
nology to 'the current development program is also explored and,
where appropriate, new processes, materials, or operating techniques
have developed;

GEOLOGICAL -SURVEY

With respect to Cal, the results 'of surveys, investigations, and
" research are identified and reported by means of press releases; making

new information .available by placing copies in the open files where they
may be inspected; rapid, simple publication as Geological Survey
circulars; by the annual review of Geological Survey research, contain
ing summaries of the most recen t technological developments; annual
bibliographies, two monthly abstract journals; monthly, annual, and
cumulative lists of publications of the Geological Survey; lists of Sur
vey publications by States; and index maps showing availability of
Survey maps by States. In addition, the Survey maintains seven
Public Inquiries Offices, stragetically located in different parts of the
country, which provide the public with various services, including
information concerning availability of scientific and techologic
information.
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With respect to (b), data and interpretations are critically reviewed
and evaluated before publication is authorized. Publications are
organized into logical series of topographic maps, hydrologic atlas.
sheets, geologic maps, water-supply papers, bulletins and )?rofessional
papers,' et cetera, .so that potential users can more readily identify
the type of material they desire. In addition,the indexes and
bibliographies described in (a) above organize and cross-reference all
maps and publications by subjects, by geographic areas and political
divisions, and by authors. . .

With respect to (c), the results of the Geological Survey's surveys,
investigations, and research are made public by the means described
above to the maximum extent possible; only a small percentage of its
work is classified for reasons of national security.

With respect to (d), the Geological Survey actively pursues techno
logic innovations in applying research and development findings to
its own programs, 'and reports to the public for such applications,
The. existing. evidence indicates that the private sector is quick to use
or adapt the Survey's findings when these are economicallybeneficial,

(a) Pursuant to the authorities granted in Public Law 386, the
Bureau of Mines prepares and publishes numerous reports for.dis
tribution to, and use by, the Department, other Federal agencies,
State and local governments, and industry, These reports coverall
aspects of-the Bureau's health and safety activities,mineral and
mineral fuels research,mineral resources investigations including
economic, statistical, and commodity studies, and helium production
and conservation programs. The principal. Bureau publications are
as follows: > / .' <,.. > •.

(1) Reports ofinvestigation.'c-These reports present the .results of
the Bureau's milling, metallurgical, coal, petroleum, helium, and
health and safety research activities. They describe the principal
features aadresults of minor !nvesti~ations.orphases or maj?rinv~sti
gations, .thus keeping the mineral industries .and the publicadvised
on research prowess.

(2) Injormat.oncirculars.-These provide information regarding
technological and engineering developments audactivities in the
mineral and mineral fuel industries. .

(3) Bulletins.-These are comprehensive publications of longlasting
interest which cover scientific, technological, and engineering investi
gations conducted by the Bureau.

(4) Mineral industry. surveys.-The surveys are a variety of statis
tical and economic reports on trends in productioll,distributlOn, ~tock~,
and consumption, of about 100 different mineral and mineral fuel com
modities. The surveys also present data on accident statistics.
These surveys, of which there are about 135, are published either
monthly, quarterly, or annually, dependiIig upon the type of survey
or the mineral commodity involved. ., •... • .

(5) Mineralsyearbook.~This four-volume compendium reviews the
mineral industries in the United St",tes and foreign countries; it con
tains official Gove~ment statistics on metals, minerals, and mineral
products; and includes factual accounts of economic and technologic
developments and trends.. ..
. (6) Special and periodic teports.--All exaIllple is BUlletin 630,
Mineral Facts and Problems, which is published every 5 years. This
is a one-volume encyclopedic reference work giving the geology,
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mining, production,. and use of various mineral and fuel commodities
together with -information about. the iudustries based outhese
commodities.

. (7) Outside publications.-,-These are articles' by Bureau authors
that are published in the technical press, in proceedings of meetings;
aud in books. Duriug au average year, we publish about 250 such
articles.

(b). The health and safety inspection, education aud research pro
grams, helium production and conservation activities, research in
vestigations, .and factfinding programs are under continuous surveil
lance and review by Bureau management. .'The effectiveness and
utility of the information disseminated to the public and private sec
tors is determined by means of regular orperiodic formal and informal
inquiries and contacts, By these contacts, a determination can be
made as to the use that is being made of the information which the
Bureau produces, and what new or improved industrial developments
result from the Bureau's research findings .

. (c) The Bureau's publications are distributed to the.public.rprivate
industrial sector, educational institutions, libraries, to other Federal
agencies, and state and .local governments, upon request; . Some of
the publications are for sale and others are free. .' r .•

Regular canvasses of the mailipg lists for each type ~f publication
produced by the Bureau and reviewof the number of direct requests
for the publications from the private community, as well as volume
of sales of the Bureau's publications by the superintendent of Docu
ments, determine' the demand for and advisability of. continuing
publication of the information. .. •.

(d) The Bureau's immediate and long-range planningandprogrem
.ing activities are dedicated to channeling and directing our research
and investigative efforts into bhose tareas" Of studywhichcanb~
characterized as in the national interest.. The activities involve the
proper and orderly application of scientific inquiry iu the wise develop
ment and use of minerals and fuels in order to sustain theNation's
economic strength and to assure an adequate supply of mineral raw
materials to meet th~ ,!eeds of an expandingpopulation and constantly
rising standard of living, The actrvities also mvolvethe collection
oftiIpelYJ accurate, and vital information on mineral and fuel re
sources' to enable industr,Y and. Government to make soundl:y based
decisions on mineral pohcyand to 'provide a meaningful basis for
intelligent planning and program operations.

7. FEDERAL AV:IATIO'NAGElNCY

(a) During-and after completion of FAA Iundedprojects.cperiodic
and final reports are required in identifying work performed and
results .obtained. In the case of intramural projects,' they are "\'r8"
paredm accordance with FAA Handbook 1710.2, "Preparation,
Documentation, and Release of Federal-Aviation Agency Scientific
and Technical Reports." Contractorsate required to comply with
specification FAA-D-2129,"OontractorPrepared Technical Reports,"
which is an integral part of all requests fOr·proposal (RFP) .'and
contracts where applicable. . ....

(b) Research and development projects identified and approved at
staff level are organized via program area in. the FAA· technical

.... <n .. " 0... 11\
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program doeumentcprepared annually and constantly updated; and'
assigned to program and proj ect managers. ' ,In the case of contractual

, work, project managers serve as the contracting, officer's technical'
representatives. In all cases, program arid project managers constantly,
evaluate work in progress, and review for acceptance periodic and
final reports.r>.: " ""

(c) Reports, are duplicated and distributed to FAA libraries,
Defense Documentation Center' (DDC) , Clearinghouse for Federal
Scientific and Technical Information,and the National Aeronautics
arid Space Administration. Their availability, is 'announced via
numerous media: biweekly FAAinternal notices released agencywide
periodic external information releases widely distributed through
mailing lists and various symposiums; semimonthly abstract journal
publications by the Clearinghouse "U.S. Government' Research and
Development Reports Abstract Journal for Science and Industry,"
theDDC,IITechnicalAbstract Bulletin," and the NASA "Scientific
and Technical Aerospace Reports.", , '

(d)N.opojicies and p~oceduresexistforthe activepursuit of ne~Y
applications m nonaviation areas for FAA-derived technology. ThIS
does not preclude the encouragement of such, prusuit by technical
program and project managers where opportunities present themselves.
New applications are primarily derived by diligence on the part of
industry in keeping aware of .new developments through information
media.. '. '

;8.,-:DEPARTMENT ",OF HEALTH, EDU-CATION,",AND',WELFA:RE

The agencies, ofIIEW .conduct a sub"(,~~ti,vely and .fuuctf~~ali';
wide·range of activities, and>employ a wide range of procedures
and mechanisms for processing and disseminating the .technology
developed in these activities. " ",' " ,

Publication in scientific and other journals ii a, traditional, and
perhaps still remains the primary; method for making research and
technological information available to the scientific and industrial
community. The Department encourages .such publication by its
intramural researchers, grantees, and contractors. , ' Beyond encourage
ment, the procedures, used by IIEW, agencies for reviewing grant and
contract proposalsfe.g. study section peer group review) make it
incumbent upon the applying investigator, as a practical matter,
to make sure that his work is promptly made known to the scientific
community. '

More highly organized means for transferring technology are the
information clearinghouses some of the agencies have formed or
participate in for the exchange of scientific and, technological informa
tion with other Government and private organizations. Further,
while each HEW agency is largely responsible for transferring, informa
tionabout its own technology, the Department operates nine field
offices which furnish tecbnologicalinformation along with other less
technical information about HEW programs. '

The Department's~verBllpolicyfavoring~hewid~tavailability of
technology created With HEW funds, and ..its specificconcern that
inventions resulting from activities it supports be promoted and used
are reflected in its uniform policies regarding the administration of
patents and inventions resulting from Department-supported research
activities.
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The Department's regulations regarding ;patents and inventions
(45 OFR, subtitle A,pts., 6-8) recite the policy of the Department.
This policy is generallyimplementedin the case of inventions by full
publication ofinvention disclosures and byroyaltyfree licensing on a
nonexclusive baSIS of any patentscovermg such-inventions. The
regulations permit certain exceptions where the' public interest in'
achieving the administration,' development, and practical application
of inventions can best be promoted through other means.

The Department requires that inventions by employees and with
certain exceptions .inventions resulting from research work under
grants and contracts be reported promptly to the Department for
dis"positionby the Assistant Secretar:), for Health and Scientific Affairs.

Oonsistent with the general policies outlined above, theAssistan~
Secretary's determinations; generally require that ownership of inven
tions shall be in the United States and that' the inventions be dedicated
to the public by means of publication. <Where an invention is of
particular significance, the Department may patent it; in suchcases,
the patent is either dedicated to the public or licensed to all applicants
on a royalty free, revocable" and nonexclusive basis. . .., ' , ,

Further comment on the separate parts ofquestion Hollows
(a) The identification and reporting of research and developmental

findings is insured by requiring that all- gr~ntees, ?ontractors,and
intramural researchers submit pro~ess reports periodically. 'The
supporting agencies also maintain direct contact with' their
investigators. "...'" ' . ..' ,", :

(b) The evaluation of reports; publications, and other papers which
result from research and development activitieats made by staff
members of the agencies, by members <)f the scientific community
acting as consultants, and by formal groups advisory to the agencies.
The agencies are responsible for the organization' of these findings.
Most have developed eomputerizedmethbdsof data storage ang
retrieval.' Much emphasis has been-given recently to useful coding
of subject matt,er so that a quick print-out ofrelevant, datacan be
obtained on demand. '.. ,i i.. .

(c) 'Publication and dissemination are still inniany Cases ,the fa"
sponsibility primarily -of the researcher or developer. Thespecialized
dissemination organization. and mechanisms discussed elsewhere in
detail employ computer print-outs and distribute technical reports
prepared by the agency staffs or by agency contractors. -.

HEW agencies use the Government Printing Office for distri?ution
of. many of their reports. They also supply reports to dep~sitory
libraries and to HEW Regional Offices.for reference or distribution.
Technical reports are sent also to the Federal Olearinghous? .for
Scientific and Technical Information, Projects supported by the
a~enciesare listedwith the Science Information Exchange. . ' '

In addition, th,e, age,ncies spon.s,orconferences a.nd, o.,ther., formal
opportunities for direct personal exchange of information" .'

(d) The active pursuit of new applications is left largely to the
potential users, whether in other government agencies or outsidethe
Government: Secondary, 01' "spmoff,"uses of technology are not,
however, ignored by this Department. Agencies producing tech
nology pursue new applications holding promise not only for perform
ing their own missions, but also for the programs of organizations
outside the Federal Government. One example is a program' being
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carried outby the NationalCommunicable Disease Control Cellter
for assisting State and private clinical laboratories in the moderniza
tion and improvement of theirilaboratory procedures. This Center
collaborates in, and keeps ... close watch on, investigation" of improved
and automated-Jaboratory procedures' underway at the .National
Institutes of Health and ata ,nUluber of centers supported by the
National Center for Chronic DiseaseControl with a view to trans"
mitting applications to' the State and private laboratories.

. .E.. kUNIFORM GOVERNMENT-WIDE POLICY, QUESTION 4

The agency replies present, a variety ofviewpoint on this subject.
NASA,AEC, FAA, and some of the Department ofthe Interior Bureaus
believe that. the identification of new-technology is the criticalstage
of the process in which the Government should be more involved.
A policy to place responsibility OIl an R&D performingagency to
process all of the significant scientific and technical information into
a form ready for dissemination would' require' specific programs .and
budgets for this purpose.. ; . ....•. .... . .•. : .

Thealternative.suggested by the DOC is to concentrate on~iding
business to. identify. needs by education ..and counseling programs.
This view holds that the· study of innovation will reveal new and
improved ways for the Government to create a more hospitable. cli
mate for the entrepreneur who will then. proceed to. seek out . the
information-he needs. .', .
• The ,DOD and .USDA see little reason to generate-a new policy,
indicating their present practice is adequate (note similarity of word
ing,p ..142)..Presumably, these agencies would not object to all others
followingtheir lead. III a uniform Illanner.. ...•.

TheDHEW recognizes aneed for all agencies to consider the inter
ests of, a public broader fhan that served by its own programs-but
believes that the diversity of technology would not be accounted for
in' a detailed uniform-reportingsystem. . . .. .' •.

The replies of NASA, AEC, and DOC may be consistentbecause
different phases of the process are .considered. .The agriculture and
medical policies are for primaryrather. than secondary transfer: The
Department of..Defensereplyis not consistent with-any overt Gov- .
ernment transfer effort, "

A comprehensive policy coul.d be synthesized from the agency
positionaas.followsi" , ;.,.. , ..

l.Agencies which. generate technology in fields not.common with
commercial business (militaryv.aerospace.c.nuclear weaponsj-cculd
create special programs for identification and reporting ofull.jnew
technology. ••... . .... "'; . . .,.,'

2. A single agency (perhapstheDepartment of Commerce or. the
Small Business Administration) could devise programs to aid industry
in secondary utilization of technology.

3. Agencies which generate technology for direct primaryutiliza
tion by industry (USPA, DI, PHEW) could continue successful
transfer programs and participate in the Federal scientific information
system. . ..

4. All agencies could extend internal.ireporting-efforbs to cover
more of the gray. area technology. between. scientific reports and
patents.
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'5. All agencies could increase their awareness of existing Govern- , , /
ment-controlledtechnology which could be of value to their own
missions'. .

Selections from the agency replies are as follows:

1.. NATIONAL AERONAUTICS AND SPACE AGENCY

No simple answerrto this question exists. A Government-wide
policy governing the use of such technology should ideally enunciate
the basic objective of attempting to maximize the return on the Federal
investment in research and development efforts by assuring the widest
practical use of the new knowledge and new technology which is
generated. A policy-on this subject would necessarily involve all
aspects of the transfer process-identification, screening, and evalu
atmg, organizing for instant retrieval, publications, and repackaging,
and dissemination-e-alldone in,such a way as to encourage Its use.

Technology exists in many forms-hi documents of many kinds, in
nor-yet articulated concepts and understanding, and in physical
devices and systems. The documents will appear in .such-diverse
forms as patents, research reports, data not yet analyzed, handbooks,
trade pressarticles, papers in technical [oumals.-proeeedings of con
ferences and seminars, scrawlings in the notebooks of scientists .and
engineers, and .countless other forms.

The chances offinding it will not be good .unless at least two 'con
ditions are met: ,(a) capable people are assigned, astheirprimary.re
sponsibility,the task .ot. seeking it out, and, (b) those who generate
it-e-the practicing innovators 'and: their supervisors-recognize .the
value of transferring the results of their work and agree to cooperate.

But more is 'required. ' Perhaps further steps toward a national
policy encouraging the reporting of new technology (of an unclassified
nature) would be helpful. Andperhapsthere is a need to analyze and
more specifically define the conditions under which limitations should
be placed, on the, communication of unclassified information. And
Government agencies should continue to be encouraged to declassify
documents at the .earliest time consistent iwith "national, defense,
considerations. And, ideally.calloageneies generating a significant
amount of.new technology might be encouraged to assign .responsi
bilitiesfor the identification of new technology tcqualified.and. en-
thusiastic personnel. ' ,
'iThepoint was made in the January 10, 1963, report of thePresi
dent's Science Advisory Committee; entitled "Science, Government,
and Information:"

Transfer dfinforrilatiol1 is an inseparable part. or reseercb andqevelopmerit:
All those concerned with, research and, development-individual scientists' and
engineers, industrial .and.ucedemle research-establishments, technical .eocjeties,
Government agencies-:--must'accept. responsibility for the transfer ofinforrnation
Infhe eame degree and spirit thatthey acceptresponsibility for research and

develOPlllent,itself·"",,;,..c.:, .: ,,'. "',, .:': .'",,' ":":",,,,"',, .: -: .. ,;
Only a relatively small portion of the newtechnology generated

through. Government R. & D. prog:rams is evaluated for transfer
purpgses...•........•. " <', '< :." " .r ":

Perhaps the originator of new knowledge could be encouraged to
Inak~" judgment of its .utility. ....•.. .., .••., •.• .. .r . ... . ..,.

Clearly. qovemment has a. responsibility to Inakeavailable. the
results of research and development performed by and for it when
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the ready availability of such results would not tend to impair the
national defense: The degree of Government responsibility in en
couraging application of these results in the private sector is, of course,
an undecided issue involving many complex considerations. Some
'of these questions have been mentioned in Background, Guidelines,
and Recommendations jor Use in Assessing Effective Mean» oj Channeling
New Technol9gies in, Promising Directions, a report prepared for the
National Commission on Technology, Automation, and Economic
Progressby Richard L. Lesher and George J. Howick, which is already
available to the committee. This issue is discussed in that report on
pages80~101 and pages 151-178. '

2.··-DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE

Weassumethat this question refers toa policy intended to en"
courage or improve the use offederally. funded 'technology. ,

There is evidence that-technology developed. for one purpose has
a lowprobnbility of application for another and. different purpose.
Thus, whereas It requires only about 10 professicnal-man-years of
commeroial R. & D. to produce a comrnerciallyutilizedpatent; the
IJest evidence-isthat it takes over 1,000 professional man-years of
either inhouse or contract R. & D. work directed, at'aDODor NASA
need to prod.uce!, patent utilized inthecommeroialsector. Similarly,
the" DOD Hi,',ndsight stud,y shows that'a,'grvemeff,ort, m,vested m, com
mercialR. ,&D.has more: than an order of 'magnitude less likelihood
of. DOD utilization than the same effort invested in DOD oriented
R.& D. When such transfers did 'occur (as in the transistor develop
ments),anexaminationof the details reveals that it happened that
the needs 'of industry almost exactly .overlapped those of. Defense.
These examples are supported by many others. , '

Why this is so 'can be understood from all examination of the
nature of the equipment-improvement observed in Defense; It was
found that it was the synergistic effect,of many innovations, often
small in themselves, which together made 'big improvements possible,

, Thus, 'only if a particular innovation "fits in" with many others is it
really useful. It is this fact which .probably accounts in good part
for thelow utilization for one purpose of technology,developed for an
unrelated purpose. ' It: is also for this reason' that, when obviously
significant "commercial fallout" of G?vernment R.& D. does occur,
itdoes'llOt'occur in fragments, but rather it comes in integrated
packages; Thus,the B~52and theKC~135aircraftcould be con
verted into the commercial 707 with a tolerable effort. Similarly, the
original commercial digital computers were little more than a repack
aging of the military and Census Bureau 'computers and the first
commercial communication satellites were nearly identical to the
NAElA communications satellites. In all three cases, the Ileedsofthe
Government and the private sector were very similar even with respect
toperform"'llce, reliability and oost.i Similarly, although the prob
ability of the use of an expensive, high-performance titanium alloy in
an automobile for example, is quite low, the same alloy is used com
mercially (in a turbojet engine) where it isan integrated partofa
"transferred package." " • ," .."'" , .' .. " 'Studies, of the production rateof patents show that they too.are
primarily stimulated by recognized needs and market opportunities
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for the equipment or processes into which they fit. Thus, although
in, recent years there .has been little activity in railroad patents, the
existence of new high-speed ground transportation programs and the
potential market they promise to generate have produced a burst of
innovative activity in the design and control of rail and other .guided
vehicles, many of which will appear as patents. If past experience
is any guide, it is these new innovations which will be the primary
source of. the expected high performance of the newiground
eq~ipment. '.. ..... . . .... '.'
An~ Government policy in' the area of technology utilization should

be fully in accord with the principle: Need-recognition is the key to
both the efficient generation of new, useful technology and theim-
proved utilization of existing technology. " .

If the Federal Government wishes to most efficiently improve the
operations of other Federal agencies or of industry by means of
technology, it should: .

(1) do everything in its powe~ to, assure that such agencies or
private sector organizations haveadequate motivation and funds
first to ideJltify and analyze needs and then to locate existing
technology and to generate new technology;

(?) sUPl?ort programs tha~ raise the ability Ofscientists ,,,nd
engrneers III commerce and industry to acquire and apply new
technology, and

(3) "ssure that all existingfederally sponsored technology is
reported, organized, and announced in the most efficient man.ner
possible. Thus, potential users with needs can quickly, accu
rately, and easily find out what. is inthe Federal store, and make
use ofit if it fits their needs. . '. ,... " , .

With respect to local need-identification and analysis, the private
sector in item (1), and competent personnel in item (2), the State
technical services progrl1m is highly. relevant, Oontinued and
expanded support of this program is desirable. . .
'. With respect to increasing the moti"ation of the private sector
in the rrod!1ctioJ!' of new technology, one of the most powerful goverI!
menta aouons IS to generate a market for such technology.. This
market can be stimulated by Government regulations (as in safety
standards for automobiles), by Government procurement policies (as
(as in the setting of performance standards for GSA building construc
tion), a program initiated by the Institute for Applied Technology
in cooperation with GSA, or by direct support of new private sector
activities (such as new types of ships, ground transportation systems,
etc.). ,., " .., '.,

With respect to assuring that all federally sponsored technology is
organized and available as in item (3) above, we believe that the
existing DOO responsibility and capability, to provide a central
comprehensive source of information on all federally supported tech
nology could be strengthened. New policies, or better implementation
of existing policies, may be necess"'!y to increase the degree of coverage
ofthe clearinghouse for all unclassified federally supported technology
and related economic studies., .;

With respect to further developing the Federal capability to under
stand and promote technology- trl1llsfer of all types, we ,believe that
the strengthening of the Institute for Applied Technolog;y. would be
very appropriate, since this role is central to this organization, not
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only in its operation of the clearinghouse, but also in its Office of
Invention and Innovation, and in its concern with performance and
other types of standards.

3._-DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE
: . -', ."-0': ':-.: _ J

We believe-. that current efforts through our existing information
programs coupled with. the scientific information activities of: the
Office of Science and Technology in the Executive Office of the Presi
dent, the.Department of Commerce and. the National Science Founda
tion provide sufficient means to facilitate. the secondary application
of technology. Therefore, the Department of Defense does not
believe that any additional Government-wide policies pertaining to
the transfer oftechnology are required. • •

4. ATOMIC ENERGY COMMISSION

IftheFe<!er~ldovernll1entsb.6;Uddecide that in the interest of
continued improvement of the general welfare it. shall be the policy
of the Government to actively promote. the transfer of. technology,
then, some.general policy for agency guidance is required. The basic
question, 'however, is how comprehensive and detailed a statement of
policy is needed, desirable, or feasible. We believe that the statement
should indicate that (1) it shall be the policy of the. Government to
encourage the transfer of technology, and (2) the research and
development agencies shall establish and. budget. for programs to
promote the transfer of technology. It also will be necessary to
define the type of service which the agencies may perform so as not
to conflict with the.services available from the private sector,

The establishment of. a Government-wide transfer program will
require additional expenditures by the agencies involved. If NASA's
experience is typical, then the technology utilization program should
cost only a very small fraction of 1. percent of the budget of the
research and development agencies. The actual cost, of course, will
d~pend on the role of the Federal Governmen t in such a program.
In question 5, we have defined this role, as we see it.

.5. ,DEPARTj)iENT OF AGRICULTURE

A car~ful review of those procedures whichha~e proven effective in
the wide adoption of new technology generated by our research and
development programs leads this Department to conclude that it
would be unpractical and unwise to establish a uniform Government
wide policy governing the use of such technology.

We believe that current efforts through existing agricultural infor
mation programs, coupled with the scientific information activities
of the Office of Science and Technology and the National Science
Foundation, provide adequate means to facilitate the application of
agricultural technology. Technology developed by all agencies of
the Federal Government, except that of a clas~ified nature from defense
and security agencies, should be available to all citizens of the United
States. As a corollary, prompt publication of primary research
results in all nonsecurity areas should also be Government-wide
policy. In this way, private enterprise could, and in many ways
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would, use these primary results as. a basis for development of tech-

nolTohgY·D ,. f· h d d . bili d icabiliIS· epartment S view ot t e nee ,. esira ility, and practica ity
of establishing a uniform, Government-wide policy coincide with those
set forth in the Presidential Memorandum and Statement of Govern
ment Patent Policy, issued October 10, 1963. In general,it is our
position, that to the extent possible, it is consistent with the public
interest that a uniform policy be followed in which technology resulting
from research financed by public funds be made freely available to
the public. .

The Department's views in this area are set forth in the attached
statements contained in the reports from the Secretary of Agriculture
to the chairman of the Senate Committee on the Judiciary, on three
separate bills before the 89th Congress.

6.· DEPARTMENT ... OF THE INTERIOR

The Department of the Interior follows a policy of making its
Government-sponsored technology (except that very small portion
related to defense and national security) available to the public as
rapidly as possible and assuring that it is clearly presented for ease in
interpretation and effective use. We would support the Government
wide extension of such a policy.

It would appear at this time that sufficient organizations already
exist within the Government to perform the necessary services to
insure. use of the technology which emerges from Government con
tracts (i.e., U.S. Patent Office, Commerce Clearinghouse on Scientific
and Technical Information, and COSATI) ...

The results of FWPCA efforts are already widely disseminated
and plans to increase the degree of dissemination have been developed.
Mechanisms for the utilization of technology developed as a result of
FWPCA supported programs by Federal, State, municipal and other
public or private agencies have been established as described under
question 6 below. To what extent other Government agencies have
set up similar dissemination and utilization systems is not known to
us. Therefore a uniform Government-wide policy might be desirable
provided it. did not seriously delay the dissemination of new. tech-
nology. . .... ....

The Bureau of Mines believes that the missions and charters under
which the different agencies and their respective bureaus operate are
so diverse that it would be undesirable and, indeed, impractical to
establish a uniform Government-wide policy governing the use of
technology transfer. It seems unlikely that a common ground for
establishing a uniform policy could be found, particularly when one
considers, for example, the different goals and objectives of the Forest
Service, Department of Agriculture; the National Bureau of Standards,
Department of Commerce; and the Bureau of Mines.

The Bonneville Power Administration recognizes the need for the
establishment ofa uniform Government-wide policy for making pos
sible transfer of technologies developed in Federal agencies by way of
"ij1-house" research or as a result of research and development con
tracts to all other Federal agencies as well as to State and local govern
ments and to the private industrial. sector.
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At the present time,with the exception of extremely well informed
specialists and experts, it is nearly impossible for Government tech
nologists to determine and ascertain the results of all Government-wide
Federal research taking into consideration that there is no centralized
or computerized system for locating new technology. However, a
well established library reference service can provide a high degree, of
selective dissemination of information. Such a system has been
established at the Bonneville Power Administration.

The Bonneville Power Administration does not know whether the
Department of Commerce Institute for Applied Technology which
was established for the purpose of a centralized clearinghouse for
Federal scientific and technological information has been able to
computerize the new technology which has resulted from Government
research projects so that governmental agencies,instititutions,
and the private sector could be aware of research projects underway
and completed, and the results thereof as well' as keeping up with
future Government research effort.

Both Government and industry have been struggling for a long
time with the problems associated with the dissemination and ap
plication of technical data derived from research and development
programs so that maximum use is put to the technology that has
been developed' and so that unnecessar:y duplication does not occllr
in related research and deveiopmellt programs. 'Experience, I believe,
has proven that this problem of technology distribution andutiliza-
tion is a difficult, one and has no easy solution. ' '

With regard to the need, desirability,andptacticality ofestablishc
ing a uniform Government-wide policy for the utilization of technol
ogy growing from Government-supported research and development
work, it is important to consider' the great diversity in' situations
existing within various agencies and offices. In offices such as the
Office of Saline Water, the requirement for complete dissemination
already exists, while in other offices there is no responsibility fordis
semination, and such dissemination as may be made depends entirely
upon initiative taken outside the Government. It would perhaps be
desirable as an intermediate step to establish a uniform responsibility
for dissemination within each agency before proceeding with ,aseparate
Government organization having responsibility to control's uchdis
seminatio.n., Activities already underway, such as the Dep~rtll';elltof
the Interior Water Resources Information Center nowbemg Imple
mented, will achieve effective access to all data in this field. This
establishment of such centers for all major areas of interest should
make' available to industry and small business Government technol
ogy in an efficient and useful manner, especially if such information
centers are intertied.

It is qnite possible that an effort to establish a separate organiza
tion responsible for dissemination and application of technical data
may serve to restrict or delay such ,dissemination and application
by injecting an intermediary between the source and the public.

If question (4) is interpreted to mean '" , 'establishing a uniform,
Govern'!lentcwide policy governing the transfer of information on such
technology," our viewpoint '"ould be that it is both necessary and
desirable to establish a uniform, Government-wide policy on transfer
of information. Such elements of information that concern catalog
ing, indexing, and abstracting appear to be most susceptible at this
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time to standardization,and the ease with which they can be stand
ardized' will diminish as individual information systems proliferate.
In terms of practicality, this proliferation and the forthcoming ex
panded use of information science are forces which point to the need
for standardizing other elements at an early date so as to avoid having
to deal in the future with too many diversetechniques and.systems.

The American Documentation Institute calls 1966 the "coming-of
age" year for information science, and surely in this time span of 21
years the practitioners cannot be expected to have developed seasoned
methods for handling theinformation explosion that began with the
invention .of the printing press in the year 1430. Both software and
hardware applications to information problems. are developing too
rapidly for adequate assessment of these techniques. In addition,
what is thought by some to be an area of research thus far sadly
neglected-that of studying the interaction of user with information-e
is hardly out of the embryonic stage, and there are no demonstrated
principles upon which reliance can be placed in the design of current
awareness and' retrieval programs. Furthermore; it can be .stated
with certainty that the design of systems must recognize the differences
in types of information to be processed. For example, the field of
chemistry, with its infinite compounds and classes thereof, must be
handled differently than most engineering fields. .'

In .summary, we. take the view at this time that the only real
uniformity in policy which can be established is that which endorses
the absolute necessity to transfer information. .The pres~nt Wacti'
calityof achieving uniformity in most facets of information transfer
transfer operations is' doubtful. .

7. F}llJ)E~AL' AVIATION AGENCY'

From the viewpoint of this Agency, a uniform, Government-wide
policy governing the use of such technology appears useful: /I'his
does not imply that the Pederal-Govemment-should.dn any.way
inhibit the responsibility' traditionally inherent in the private sector,
the application of industrial research.' The role of the Federal Gov
ernment should be confined to the application of research and tech
nology directly derived from national programs such as space,' atomic
energy, and defense where it by necessity retains the greatest propor"
tion of activity. COSATI has already made progress in the direction
of centralized uniform methodology for handling Government-derived
technical information. This Agency is actively participating with
COSATIin this effort.

8..··;D:J!lPARTMENTOF HEA~THj··,EDUCA.TION, AN-DWELF~E

A uniform, Government-wide policy for handling technology created
with the support of Government agencies is desirable soIong.and only
so long, as it is limited to broad. principles, such as maximum avail'
ability to the public of Government-produced scientific information
and technology, design of information systems and programs to en
hance the effectiveness of mission accomplishing programs, the duty
ofeach agency to coordinate its information distribution efforts with
those of other agencies, and the responsibility of each agency to con
sider the interests of a broaderpublic than that regularly served by its
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own programs. These broad principles must,of course.ibesubjecf to
such limitations as national security,' theproteetion of confidential
disclosures, reasonableness of demand on administrative resources of
the agency,and the like. Imaginative, individualized programs
should receive encouragement. . . '

This Department strongly opposes, however, any Governm~nt-wide
policy which would seek to establish uniformity for all Government
agencies as to the types of information to be processed anddissemi
nated, the procedures and .mechanisms for doing so, the user groups
to be served, and so forth. To try to impose detailed uniformity
upon the mUltiplicity and diversity of mission; character ofscielltific
and technological information, .and class and need of program 'benefi
ciaryrepresented by all Government andprivate agencies would have
a number Clf foreseeable detrimental effects,'! Among them, ag~ncy
resourcies and funds would be wasted on low value activitiesin some
cases; nothers, useful. mechanisms and areas of intelligence would
be passed by. Further, pressures toward uniformity would lessen
chances of innovative action, andwould simultaneously discourage
imaginative and energetic people. . .

F. A CENTRALIZED OR~ANIZATIdN,9UESTIO",5

Mostof the agencies oppose the creationeface;'tralizedtechnology
processingand transfer program. The information storage and re"
trieval phase does have some support for interagency, common usage.
(See DOC suggestion of a National Library .for Science and Tech
nology.) Even here, the concept of a number of specializedinforma
tion centers separately located is preferred by the Department of
Defense and others.-.The single contact point for users, whether
other agencies or industry, is suggested. .The Small Business Admillis- .
tration believes that 'practical commercial applicability is what must
be. disseminated, not merelytechnology.

The arguments against a. centralized program deal with the die
versity in-both the identification and utilization phases of the process.
Identification must be .done locally.at the point of origin-and each
agency professes to be the most. efficient means ·of accomplishing this
task. Dissemination and aid in 'application also require.local, special
purpose activities at the point 'of use.

The DHEW opposes' even. a 'centralizedte6hnology .handling
organization for-itself because of the diversity and specialized nature
of the information and USer needs.

One viewpoint of technology transfer holds that the user may need to
verify certain information by direct contact with the originator. Thus
a centralized program inserts an additional filter or barrier to person
to-person consultation, On the other hand, industry is confused and
the proce~s complicated if it mustdeal.witheachagency individually to
get the bits and pieces of technology, for a proj ect. .

Selections from agency replies are as follows:

L"iNATIONALAERONA:UTIcs'ANn $pAd~ AGENCY" '

Technology transfer is the use of technology developed for one
purpose to fulfill a need elsewhere.. It requires: (1) The knowledge
that an advance has occurred in one field, (2) the recognition ofits
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significance in a different field, and (3) the capability to make the
required adaptations;

The effective channeling of new technologies, then, demands more
than document dissemination-s-and even more than communication
of information from one point to another. For the assumption is
that 'knowledge willnotonly be transferred-it will be utilized. And
the process.vit is hoped, will take place over a short tinles p,an with
resnlting significant benefits; ',' >" ,",

Technology transfer takes place through normal educational
channiils,tbroughconferences and seminars,through the trade,
popular and professional press, and through a host of other means.
No one transfer approachwill be suitable for technology of suchvariety.

A national system for technology transfer which would contribute
to innovation must include institutions and procedures suited to the
variety of functionsfor which the technologist uses technical informa
tion. Resources should be available to assist in answering specific
questions in relation to already perceived problems. Furthermore,
other mechanisms should serve to stimulate new ideas, to help identify
latent needs, to help assign research priorities, to keep engineers up to
date, and toconfum or deny tentativelyheldpropoeitions.: Such
,,:sys~em mi~ht bes.t.retain the pluralistic characternf our present
situation, whiledevising better means of switching a potentlaluser
to the several technology banks relevant to his immediate require
ments. The statutory base of the Office of State Technical Services
would seem adequate to perform this function: ,',

Effectiversystematized transfer of technology can involve a multi"
plicity of steps-eech critical to the process; These might include:'

Identifying the technology.
Screening out that which has current relevance for possible

special emphasis-but not abandoning what remains (for it may
have unrecognized value). ,,'

Documenting underlying concepts and <principles as well as
describing the discrete advance. '.' ,

Orlian.izing~hetechnology orinforma~ionin,a ~ann~r that
permits its-retrieval fora variety of potential users-e-with different
languages, interests, and orientations-in a rapid and efficient
manner.

Bringing relevant-parts ofit,on a selective basis, to the atten-
tion of a variety of potential users. , ' , ,.

Arranging for seemingly unrelated pieces, originating in sepa
rated areas, to be fitted together.

Relating it to ongoing efforts that may enhance its value.
Organizing it in such a manner that it not only can be called

out to meet specific defined needs~but also so that it can be a
source of ideas to the technical man who will "browse" througb.,it.
t~mit the full invent()ry to be .examined-in such a way- as to

allow thediscovery of areas of knowledge convergency- orpoten-
tial breakthrough areas, and areas-of need. ,,' , ' "

Arid all of this must"take place in an economic and social
enVironm~ntconducivetochange." , " ' , "

Clearly some of these responsibilities cannot be separated from the
site ,of generation ()f the k~lOwledge. , For botheffecti'l'eness and
efficiency, the originator of new knowledge must identify, document,
and report it. ' , •
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Some portions of the activity might be centralized, provided a
sufficientnumber of output mechanisms to meet them~tiJ>licitYof
reqmrements of awide range of users would be made available. •

Much additional research and experimentation also seems required
before any specific mechanisms might be determilled tobe thernost
effective and efficient ~et to employ•. Perhaps, at ]?resent, .~. national
networkofsystems might be more-useful thanasingle nationalsys
tern. This implies the development and implementatiollof more
effective approaches to and techniques for coupling. and switching than
are presently generally available. to the user. RegionalDissemination
Centers supported by' NASA, iristitutiolls operating under the re
sponsibjlity of the State Technical SerVices program! and the Offices. of
IndustrIal Cooperation at· AtomicEnergy Commission .Iaboratories
along with some specialized information centers, the trade press, trade
association, and professional societies presently perform some coupling
and switching-functions. ." ,. .'

2:., DEPAB.TMEN'T,OFCOMMERCE;

As w~ha"l'-e st~tedabo~e, we belie~eitis bothillefficient and un
necessary to try to "push" federally supported techriologyon to other
agenciesoron to theprivate.sector, andweare, therefore, opposed. to
the idea of centralorganization with this mission. There is some other
evidence .to support this opinion, Forexample, experiments in the
United Kingdom with such anorganization have-not been encourage
ing, and the Research Corp., which seeks to market university patents
(which as for Government technology are almost always isolated ideas), .
has not been particularly successful, ..even though it offers exclusive
patentri~hts to the' user (which the Government usually. cannot do).

There IS, however, one concept of a new central organization that
might be worth consideration, and that is a' .NationalLibrary for
Science and Technology. This would be similar toy-and complement,
the present National Libraries for Medicine and Agriculture... Such a
library would store and announce, as appropriate, all the available
technical.literature in the physical sciences and engineering, including
the. Federal contnbutIOns.· It would have an expert. research and
referral service, with the aim of directing inquiries to otherappropriate
private and public information centers. It would provide hard copy
or microfiche copy of reports and articles as is now being done by the
clearinghouse. It would provide an ideal central contact point for all
users with specific technical needs. .Itsaervices would be of great
value to-both Federal agencies and private organizations.

3.' DEPARTMEJ;'T OF DEFEJ;'sE

~ased on our experiellcein])ODit is not~l~llXthatth~est",blish
merit ofa centralized organization for handling all phases of technology
transfer is warranted. In the absence of.a clearly enunciated plan,
demonstrating the cost benefits of such a system, DOD has no basis
for opposing or supporting a more centralizedsystein, .' However,
",e believe. that a decentralized system is mo!e effective, .' .

It may be desirable to centralize all"'Government scientific and
technical information portions of. the techriology transfer process to
the private industrial sector primarily to provide a single point of
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contact for privateindustries. Any additional technology transfer
efforts in behalf of private industries by a central organization should
be considered in relation to the benefits to be gained.

4. ATOMIC ENERGY COMMISSION

In our opinion, theestabiislunellt of a central organization to handle
all phases of a technology transfer program is not.feasible, Perhaps
a brief review of the processes involved, in accomplishing a transfer
of technology will clarify the reasoning behingthis opinion.

The steps involved in the transfer process include the following:
1. The first step in the transfer process is the identification of

innovations and the preparation of industrially oriented announce
ments. This step can be accomplished only by the issuing agency
since both a thorough knowledge of the programs .and close
coordination with the innovator are required. " .' '... ".

2. It is not necessarily true that all of the innovations identified
by the agencies have potential use in industry. Some organiza
tion having a technically competentstaff which has a close asso
ciation with industry can provide the necessary evaluation. It
would appear that some of the State agencies would have this

.capability.
.3. Once the items are selected,the announcements of them

must be printed and distributed. A central organization could
provide this function. . . . ,' •. ',' ...• .

4. The announcement of innovations, of itself, will not bring
about any substantial transfer of technology, particularly to
small business, What is needed is a local organization which
knows the industry in an area and has a knowledge of the sources
of information and assistance in the Government research and
development agencies.. It would seem that the designated State
agencies could fill this role. One of the key factors in transferring
technology is face-to-face communication and the State agencies

. could carry out the vitalfunction of establishing communication
among all interested parties. •This is not to saythitt a central
organization such as the Office of State Technical Services should
not provide overall direction and coordination.

5. Once a company has decided to further investigate the use of
an innovation, it ..requires additional information; A central
organization could handle the disseminationofreports, engineer
ingdrawings, and references to commercial publications but the
company also may need to talk to the innovator,to see equipment
in operation,and to discuss patent or licensing matters. While
the central organization through the State agencies could arrange
for the contacts, only the innovating organization can effectively
carry outithiadirect transfer of knowledge.

6. Finally, if a company decides to actively pursue the use of an
innovation, a. considerable amount of effort and funds may' .be
required. to convert the development for commercial use ; .addi
tional research and development,engineering, market research,
tooling and manufacturing startup. The Government already
is providing assistance in some of these areas through programs
such as those of the Small Business Administration.
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A central agency could perform certain other functions such as:
1. Conduct studies of the transfer process and of transfer'

mechanisms.
2. Obtain feedback to determine the' extent of technology

transfer and why transfers, did not occur.
3. Assist in educatiIlg the State agencies, on the variety and

extent oftheGoverrim~ntservicesuvailable to industry.
Perhaps what we are suggesting' (in our response to question 15)'is

the establishment of a system modeled somewhat after the Federal
Extension Service of the U.S. Department of Agriculture. The basic
components for all industrial extension service seem to be available
as aTesuItofexisting, Federal programs and through the proposed
activities of the designated State agencies. " , " ..

In our judgment this industrial extension service should actively
participate inall of the functions required to transfer the results of
(Jov\,rnrnent sponsored research and development to industry.

The central organization, such as the, Office of State Technioal
Services, could provide 8verallpolicy dir\,ctionandguidaIlce, control
the distribution, of,Federal' funds to the State agencies, monitor the
State programs and assist ilIdeveloping effective transfer techniques.

Historically, 'the 'univefsities have not provided much direct
assistance to industry but 'lViththe, location of the State agencies at
universities, they would seem to betb.e logical entities to, serve as the
interface between industry and 'the Government. With the wide
range of knowled~e at allniy~rsity, the professional staff alsocould
assist industry in such areas as marketing, business administration,
engineering and finance. ' ,

5;" DEPA~TMENT OF 'AGRICULTURE

The DepartllleritofAgriculture opposes the establishment of
centralized organization for handling all phases of technology transfer.
In our judgment, the establishment of such a combined centralized
organization wouldslow down the handling of the transfer of tech

.nology. Insofar as, such" centralized organization might" involve
centralized inventions administration, our views as to why this would
be undesirable are expressed in the above noted reports on bills
which were considered by the 89th Congress.

This Department' and its cooperators ,through procedures in use
effectively and quickly reach consumers, the action agencies, in
dustries, .and farmer users of agricultural' technology developed
through Department-supported research. '

-An information net with centralized access 'to' information about
available technology could supplement the Department's activities
and those of its cooperators.

The use of the extension service' as an educational' and demon
strational arm of an agency's science and technology programs has
proven to be an' effective procedure in, ..griculture. There would
appear to be opportunity to expand the use of this technique on a
coesdinated.interdepartmental basi"

6. DEPARTMENT OF·' THE INTERIOR

We do not believe that a single centralizedorga~ization for ;'han
dling all phases of such technology" is desirable or practicable, because
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of the quantity of research and-the divereityof the technical fields
involved.. On thepthe~ hand, this Department cooperates fully with
the l).epartmentof Commerce's Olearinghouse for Scientific and
Technical Information in the dissemination of published research
results; with the Library of. Congress National Referral Center for
Science and Tephnology in establishing direct. contacts between
anyone with '" technical p'roblmnand theteohnipal resources most
likely to assist him; .and with the Smithsonian Institution's Science
Information Exchange in distributing information on research in
progress. We would support every effort to give wider publicityto
t1J.ese veryusefulservices,'. . .. t : • < .•.... ". • .

The reclamation viewpoint is that establishment oIa combined,
centralizedo~ganizationto handle"ll phases of. aUtechnology transfer
oper"tions w'ollldbeyeI"ydifficl}lt, but that centralized information
transfertechnology could. be applied toindividunl fields..

'1'0 illu~t~atethe magnitude pfa centralized operation, consider
the Soviet'-experiment 'Yithcentralizillg translation, one phase of
iriformation activity... Some 2,200 persons are employed in sca!'ping,
evaluating, and translating activities in a single organizatIon. If
the other phases ofdiss.eminationand retrieyal were added, and
supporting personnel considered, the resulting organizational giant
could becomeveryunwieldy and quite..costly. .... , ..,. <

·We'endorse.,the responsibl&-agentconcept'Yhich has evolved from.
deliberations within .the Office. of Science .and .Technology.Under
thisconcept, that agency having.• scientific, and technical capability
in the given field wouldberesponsible forall governmental inforin,,"
tionactivities in the field and would serve all agencies havingparaUel
il1terests..While we realize. that this is centralization to a degree, it.
isnot combined centralization, and thus information transfer tech-.•
nology can be developed individually. around the differentrequirements
ofseparate fields.

Bur~a~oj A1.in~8.. ., .'> ..•.. " •... .•.. " ....."
.The Bureau has had no. difficulty in transferring. technology pro

grams to ()ther Federal agencies or the private sector. The success
of the Bureau's. transfer program is.attributed to the variety of Bureau
technical reports m"de available in the technical press and ill the
Bureal}0f Mines publication series..':' The publication andinformation
dissemination program is implemented further through contacts and
meetings ofBureau technical and scientific personnel with respollsible
representatives of the educational and industrial community.. The
Bureau's personnel also are. members of and participate actively in
professional societi~s.through which media infOrmation pertaining to
the Bureau's 'York is disselllinated. In addition, representatives of
th?industryand the public at large frequently visit the Bureau's
facilities which ar? strategically located nationwide. . . .

Fgr the reasons cited above; we do not believe that establishment
of a c?ntral organization tg transferfechnology programs would be
particularly beneficial to the Bu~eau of Mines.' However, we. see no
objection to establishil1g suchan organization; . It probably would
have certain advant"ges, one of 'Which would be a wider disselllina
tion anddisbribution of information pertaining to the broadspectrum
of.Federal research; .
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7; -FED;ERALAVIATION AGENCY

IIi order to carryou« a national policy with r~gardtOthedissemi
nation of new technology, it follows that, a combined, centralized
organization would be required. But it should be confined to .only
that responsibility necessary to carry out a n~tipnalpolicy-not to
implement it." The role of the ceu~ral officeshould be confined to
monitoring the operation of the service. , "I'he centralized organiza
tion should be established based on recognition of the magnitude and
diversity oftecbnological information generated. The necessary
fun"ctions of collec,"tin,g',storing, and d,issem,inatin,g information, be
cause of this magnitude and diversity, would bestbe performed by a
system of data banks fUIlctioning within' the primary data-producing
organizations but operated under Government-wide standardsestab
lished by the central organization. Data bank information cPllld be
made .evaileble to any requestor-org~nization'or.individual. The
Federal Government would s~rve as a centralized "brokerage" facility
with individual branches operating independently within theirrespec-

, tive disciplines, '

8':._ ~MAiL'-:'n_ufnN'ESS'AnM:I~.ISTRATION

I believe~h.at, potentially, conaiderablebenefitst0m.dlliltrialg,.o#th
of small ,bu~mess llJ"eavaI1abl~ from theaec1llllulatlOnof federall:r
sponsored research and devel0]Jmeutinformation. "This realization
ofpoteritial,however,requires considerable new effort, for the present:
method of storing research data in the warehouses of the Federal
Government, and of the various organizations which arep~rticipatin~
in existing programs, is inadequate for the purpose intended. ,.' Hence,
a 'meansmust be devised. to achieve not only a transfer of know~how
from the Federal storehouses to State and State-connectedstorehouses,
as is being done now, but also an effective transfer of "how tolise"tlie
know-how. , ",' ,>,'

'I'his ienot to say, ofcourse, that what is being done isnonprodllc~
tive. Our universities are rapidly becoming. growing researchicen
ters, and are constantly engaged in vaillable scientific studies. If the
Government-stored information is efficientlyassembled and compiled
in the universities' research centers or State clel\ringh"uses~llSit is
now being done with the means provided' under the State, Tecliniei\1

, Services Act the physical proximity thereof will enable their more
expeditious use by the researchers. But, this does not fully serve the,
purpose which the act is intended to serve; namely, not mere dissemie
nahan of papers, but utilization of what they contain.. -, ", ,

;rhe real crux of the matter is, therefore, that the majority of small
business organizations are facing' an insurmountable problem of
recruiting and supporting highly qualified staffs to decode the contents
of the papers, which are becoming more andmore locally available,
and"afterdecoding, to know how to make commercial application, if
any, of the decoded material.' It is to cater to this specificneed that
the State Technical Services Act should be utilized., Since sinal]
companies cannot afford the, time, energy, and, finances to do Wa:t
decoding themselves, the financial assistance provided under the State
TecIlnical Services Act should also be used for,the purpose of determin-,
ing whether or not the technical information therein can be put to
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practical commercial use by smallbusiness.: In other words, feedback
of commercial applicability of accumulated' 'research reports and
findings to specific industry segments is essential. If this is clearly
understood, small companies will be benefited by Government-funded
research- and this is what, in Our opinion, theState Technical Services
Act means by "dissemination"-disseminationof practicalconnercial
applicability,' and not just mere dissemination of scieritific papers.

9; :'TIIE')EPARTME_~T i.~F:ir,EA£~ir;'EDUdATiqN, :AND" 'WEJL~ARE

This Department opposes establishmerif ofa centralizedorganize
tion to handle all phases of technology acquired by the Dep..rtment-i
let alone to handle the technological information acquired by all
GoyernmCI!tagencies~for the present, and at least until understand~
ingofinformation transfer problems and methods for solvi,;,g them
have progressed much further .. First,wedonot think that develop
nientot information handling organizations,' procedures; programing

. technology, and hardware has yet progressed to the point where such
a comprehensive, centralized operation would be productiV"~ and
efficient.' We' also question whether the techni?al .and manage~al

manpower is available for such an operation today. Beyond current
availability of resources, we have severe doubts as to whether an
organization with such comprehensive responsibility would ever pro
vide service to its many publicsatleast cost, or even acceptable cost:
Arelatedproblemis that the personnel of such an organization would
require subject matter as well as functional expertise; they .:would need
to keep up with subject matter developments of agencies in :which
they. did not otherwise participate, and with which they would neces
sarily have a less intimate acquaintance th..n would.regular personnel
ofthe agency. ...• '........ >'. .. '. .;'; . ' ..... : '.'.

Further, in line with our answer to question 4 on policy uniformity,
organizational unity for the inform..tion transfer function would also
tend to. ~Iiminate diverse and. innovative. handling. of information.
And the single agency would berunlikely to continue the present
quality of service. to certain classes of Government- agency clientele
being well served today.. '" ". '. . .

A centralcoordinating body, however,offersimmediate prospects
for improvement at a comparatively small investment in personnel
and financial resources and with low risk of disrupting existing serv7
ices. It Offers the prospect of encouraging identity in terminology
and information categories, of cutting out unproductive duplication
in. the. programs of the several agencies," of identifying and filling
significant gaps in information programs, of encouraging cooperative
division of effort. among State and private sector activities, and
generally, of rationalizing the entire corpus of national information
handling activities. Such an organization could profitably be au
thorizedto conduct the research, experimental activities, and demon
strations-e-especielly those cutting across agency lines-e-which would
provide the guides for future action. It could act as an information
center' on information systems and tec~nology,'serving b.athG6v
e.r~rnent.:apd-pdva~~. ?rg;aIli~atiQn~~;ngag;e_d,i~" infotlllatio~ handling.
And it could catalog tinforrnation on tliecapabilities a,;,d service~
of existing information systems for the benefit of public and private
consumers.
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G.. JOINT FEDERAL·PRIVATE OR FEDERAL-STATE DISSEMINATION AND
. TRANSFER OONCEPTS, QU.ESTION 6

'Tile idea of charteringaspecial corporatioriwhereby private fun.<l",
exploit publicly owned technology is exemplified by the Oommuniea
tions Satellite Corp. An analogous organization might be used 'to
handle scientific and technical information .and technology transfer.
Most agencies (with the notable exception of the Small Business
Administration) rejected this suggestion formuch the same reasons
they opposed a centralized Government operation. The AEO felt
that the Government should not expand its role in convertinginnova
-tion to commercial, use but that aComsat type of institution could
be ofservice, . . .,. " '.' ,,' . . .'

The other concept on which the subcommittee solicited commentis
essentially that embodied in the State Technical Services. Act. .With
the exception of some reservations by the DOD and DI, all agencies
believed there was merit in this approach. The DREW noted that
special functionally designed regions might be.more appropriate than
State boundaries for technology transfer centers, .. .

Excerpts from the replies .are quoted below, NASA's comments
were included in question 5. .

L'DEP.A;RTMEN.T,OF,OOMMERCE ',' ,

With resPect to6(a), we can onlyreemphasizeourpositi~n~t~f~d
in response to questions 4 and 5, which is that the Federal Govern
ment should not seek toestablish such an organization, but rather it
should: ..' .' .•..... . '.'

(a) generate policies which help. the private sector organiza
tions in the identification and analysis oftheirown needs, and
in the, coupling ofsuch;needs into the Federal store, and .'

(b) collect 1I11 the. Federal technology information in one place
w~ere it is organized and .acoessible. . '.;' . '.,

With respect to question 6(b), we must observe that. the concept is
substantially identical to the State technical services program, We
believe that by expanding this program at an appropriate rate andby
increasing the coverage and referral services of theDlearinghouse,
the mechanism of the technology transfer concept of 6(b) is in hand;

2.., DEPARTMENT, OF. DEFENSE

The Department of Defense iS1lllabl~ toproVi<l~ coiIlniehts61l the
suggested concepts for Government-private sector technology transfer
since we feel that the worth of formal technology transfer mechaniSmS
must lie evaluated in relation to the type of technology to be trans
ferred and the benefits to the intended recipients. , For Defense
developed technology, the Department of Defense procedures previ
ously enumerated ,are considered sufficient for effective technology
transfer, .. ' .. .. '.. . '....;. . . • .•.•. -':: ." ; '>
. We do recognize that in certain casessuch asnuclear power alld

0rbitlll communications systems, Government assistancemay be re
quired in the public interest to fully exploit available technology on.it
timelybasis, ,. .,
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3. ATOMrc.'ENERGY COMMISSION

The final process in thetransferchain involves the conversion of an
innovation to commercial use. The activitiesin this process include
additional research and development" engineering, tooling, manu
facturing startup, market research and the financing of these activities.
It is our opinion that the Federal Government should not take any
more active a role in these conversion activities, than it now takes
through, the existing Federal programs such as those of the Small
Business Administration. • '

It would seem that a COMSAT-type organization could perform
tills Tole 'particularly ifit consisted of a consortium of consulting and
management firms, privately established research and development
firms, private institutions and the universities, including their satellite
research organizations. Such an organization could provide not only
the physical facilities but also the professional staff needed in the
conversion process;

Insummary we have tried to suggest what we believe is the proper
role offhe Federal Government in the transfer process. In our
opinion the Government should participate in those activities which
are necessary to insure that industry is capable of exploiting an.inno
vation. Th~ private sector should, in our judglllent, 'provide those'

. activities required to convert the innovation to commercial use,

4. DEPARTMENT" OF AGRICULTURE

(a) This Departmentsel'iously questions the feasibility ofa legis
latively chartered "COMSAT"-type corporation to, use private

- financing for the exploitation of the type of technology flowing from
our programs. " ' , " ' , •
, .Few of the .scientific advances based on agrioulturalresearohare

federally owned since most are fully disclosed to the public through
publications. Patented processes assigned to the Secretary of Agri
culture are freely licensed on a nonexclusive basis. -In general, there
is not a need for subsidized exploitations. While recognizing that
some technological, advances are of such magnitude and complexity
as to warranttheCOMSAT-type approach, we believe that the
procedures' involved generally would not hasten the adoption of
llew technology in agriculture., ' " , ,,',' " ..
'(b) Individual State programs of the extellsion service type partially
funded by the Federal Government, have proven their usefulness in
th~ dissemination and application activity.' We endorse tills ap
proaoh.' Other types of State programs such as university research
foundations mayor may not be fully compatible with Federal objec
tives in hastening the exploitation of new technology stemming from
Federal programs. .

5.'DEPARTMENTOF. THE '<iNTERioR

Our disagreement with the concept of a single centralized organiza
tionIor handling all phases of technology also applies to .aCOMSAT.
type corporation and to "one unified Federal collection and processing
organization" in connection with individual State programs. How
ever, the State technical service programs authorized by Public Law
89,,182 seem to serve the purpose envisaged by your question 6(b).
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6. FEDERAL AVIATION AGENCY

It is conceivable that either ofthe two options rsuggestedvln
your letter could perform the function of technology transfer success'
fully. Based on comments expressed on the preceding two questions,
however; we endorse the second, a system of Federal collection and
processing data banks available for information and advisory service
to the individual State organizations already functioning under the
State technical Services Act of 1965. It is logical to consider 'that the'
individual States are intimately acquainted with the industrial
capacities available within their borders.' They are in a position to
expertly analyze the nature and extent of technological applications
suited to the industrial forces available to them; With such abroad
structure of organization already in being, the.practical point of view
dictates that itbeused for this purpose.

7. SMALL BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION

We are greatly interested in the,approachme~tionedinitb.e sub
committee's report.in the Congressional.Record of Dctobel' 17",1966"
namely, the/organization of a federally chartered COMSAT-like.
corporation. We have followed for a long time-with great interest
the activities of a British quasi-governmental agency, the National
Research Development Corp. (NRDC), which is designed to accom
plish the same ends.as the COMSAT-like corporation envisaged by,
the subcommittee. NRDC's purposes are, essentially, to secure the
use in industry 'OHheinventive results of research paid for, or con
tributed by 'use of Government funds, and of other .inventive results
of public importance which have, as yet, not been developed and'
exploited.' The functions of this organization are laid down iu the
British Development of Inventions Act, 1948,asamended,with
which the 'subcommittee is undoubtedly familiar.

8.,'I'HK>DEPA.RTM.ENTOF-HEALTH, EDUCATION,'AND' WELFARE,

. This Depactment, prefers reserving judgmenton thegen~ralconcel?t
of a privately,. financed, federa.Uy chartered corporation. to exploit
federally owned or created technology. .We do offer comments on the
type of concrete proposal which might be found.attractive, '. . .'
. The proposal should reflect comprehensive analysis of prior similar

or related governmental and private operations, and furnish convinc
ing evidence of the potential benefits. of the service to be provided,
prospects for adequate revenue, and so forth. The proposed-cor
poration's powers should be carefully delineated.. The programs
authorized should be precisely stated, and the financing permitted
should, at least initially, be limited to a modest figure. The corpora
tion should be self-sustaining, generating both its own initial capital
and sufficientrevenues to-cover its operating expenses. It should be
required to reimburse fully any Government agencies it is authorized
to Mil upon for any assistance beyond that which would otherwisebe
made available to an' individual. or organization in the private sector.
It' should in no event be permitted to overload the personnel or other
resources of Government agencies. It should be given no "captive"
customers, either in or out of the Federal Government. In other
words,it should from the beginning stand or fall on its own merits.
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Depending on such variables as the technological subject matter
to be handled, the corporation should make its services equally useable
and available to all segments of the business community (both large
and small businesses) and to nonprofit organizations and non-Federal
Government agencies,

SUbject to the foregoing limitations, this Department endorses
further investigation of the "Comsat" type corporation concept, and
would probably favor a pilot project limited to a single, specific area
of technology. The Department's position on such a proposal would'
be based, in any event, on its analysis of the detailed, concrete terms
of the proposal.

The proposal for lJ, unified Federal technological information
collection and processing agency (function (b) and perhaps part of
function (a) of question 3) coupled to 50 independent State agencies
performing dissemination and application functions (functions (e)
and (d) of questionB) has many of the disadvantages of the centralized

- organization proposed in question 5. It has additional disadvantages:
in substituting 50 agencies for one, it would eliminate the economies
of scale which are possible in certain types of publishing and dissemina
tion activities; it would require expertise in 50 organizations to select
technological developments warranting pursuit of new applications;
and in most cases it would interpose a new bureaucratic layer (State
agencies) between the technology creating agency and ultimate users .
. . There maybe cases in which State agencies are better able, by
reason of their acquaintance with local needs, to identify. the cate
gories of information suitable for local dissemination, the develop
ments which are particularly promising, and the audiences to inform,
But the limited number and value of such cases is suggested by the
fact that the programs of industry, private service organizations,
education and other non-Government parts of our society are not
usually' organized on the basis of State geographical boundaries.
It is worth noting th";t manyFederal Government programs adminis
tered on a geographical basis are conducted through special Iunc
tionally designed regions rather than according to State boundaries.

. State administered technological information projects do provide
a mechanism for starting with a locally experienced need or problem
to try to find a technological development to solve it. The State
Technological Services Act of 1965 appears to offer the States such
an opportunity to try to find help for local problems from Federal
sources, including Federal technology; this effort deserves ..sympathetic
observation. How productively this program works should indicate
the value of participation by State governments in the technology
transfer .process.





. .
xr, ANALYSIS OF CONTRACTOR REPLIES TO QUESTIONS ON

TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER

In. December 1966, the subcommittee sent letters to 17 large
industrial corporations which are principal<R.&D. contractors for
Federal ~gencies, soliciting their views 011:, . ., .

~. 1.. Th.e general subject of technology transfer.
2. Present and projected Federal policies involving technology

utilization.
3. Operation and effectiveness of present Federalrprograms

whose objective is technology transfer.
Specifically five key questions were asked in order to obtain infor

mation to prepare the subcommittee to define a public policy with
respect to the Federal role. in technology, transfer. These questions
were::'.",_ ..'. .. ,':. ",' , :."',,; ,,: ': _ ~;

1. What responsibilities (contractual or otherwise) do you
recognize for the identification and reporting of new technology
acquired under Government contract?

2. Do you have special mechanisms (outside of normal com
J:IlunicatioIls. channels) for tran"ferringtechnology among .de
partments, . laboratories, or locations within your own ore
ganization?' .

3. Wha~areyour .viewsonrequiring c?ntradors to report new
technology?·· What proprietary and patent ownership problems
arisefrom such a requirement? .• .'., ..
. 4. Please comment on any participation in existing Federal

agency technology utilizations, either as a/supplier of information
ora user., What are the significant opportunities and weaknesses
in these programs? •. .. ,'. .•. .. ,...

5. What areyour views on a joint Government and private
sector organisation to exploit federally controlled scientific
knowledge?

.The replies are analyzed for each question and excerpts of 'signifi
callce are reproduced below.

A.. RESPONS'B'~';IES FOR REPORTIN~N E'" TECHNOLOGY, QUESTION 1

The answers indicated a clear acceptance of th~ responsibilities
contractually imposed to report new technology. Specific reports are
made on inventions. and innovations of patentable character and on
the technical work done in the course of the contract. NASA's
"new' technology" reporting requirements were particularly singled
out as going beyond the normal requirements of other Government
agencies; •. The corporations assigned varying degrees of importance
to this responsibility. Some viewed this function as a primary element
of the R.& D. process and have given this responsibility to specific
units within theirorganization, Others su~plementedreportingwith
working level discussions between engineermg, program management,
and 'Govemmerittechnical personnel.

-1l:.n
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Conversely, one corporation complained of the considerable time
and effort involved that otherwise might be applied to the. prime
purpose of the contract. It can be inferred that any expansion <If
reporting requirements might meet with resistance from those who
saw this as a lesser responsibility.

_:,",EXCERPTS

Aerojet General Corp.: ." .. .... .' . ....• .. .. ......,
We identify -and report new -techuologv acquired under Govemriienf coritraC?t

by-way.ofinvention disclosure reports. which are in additlonto regular techliical
reports. Aerojet has a liberal publication policy, and, encourages its technic'.ft!
people to write for publication in technical journals whielihave a. wide distribution
in the scientific and business communities. _In, the 'lastfive.ye,ar131 a total of
approximately: 550 articles have 'been. published by Aerojet authors. -Techntcal
briefs are published at irregular intervals and are used both within-and without
the company.

Sandia Corp.:
The reiea:s~ of infotmation to .the: public by' Sail,dis" Corporation' is th~: ~'espo'~si;'

bility of the Director of Information,. 3400, 'and the Director ..of Staff Services at
Livermore, 8200,: or their authorized representatives~'Whilethe preparation' and
release of unclassified information, both technical and nontechnical, Is encouraged,
it is important that applicable rules and procedures be followed in .order that the
Corporation may fulfill its obligations to the AEC and maintain as high a stantiard
of quality in released information as-in the other products-for whichdt Iere-'
sponsible. '

"Westinghous~El~ctric C"11":.. ...•.•......•.....
We'stinghouse fee~ a very stro~'g'fesponsibility to: ~o~ply f~iJ.y·with 'our ·~bliga;.

tiona and has-a firm policy of supplying this information aa quickly and. lt13: thor
oughly as possible. For this purpose, our Research Laboratories andmany other'
organizations in the Corporationhave identified specific personnel to be responsible
for. identifying.· and reporting technical achievements obtained from government
sponsored work. These people work in concert with the "technical specialists
~:m. the contract to provide. a. thorOlJ.gh review of those iteIns whic~,:"er~ derived
as' a result of our contractual effort. ..' ,

North AInerlcall Av1~tion; Inc.: .
North American recognizes the general benefitOtobe.,qerived through "wide

spread availability oftechnicaldata. Accordingly, we have estftblished specific
reporting functions at each of ourvarious corporate diversions.'Yhose responsibility
it is to identify;' document and report new' technology as it is generated. " 'These
reporting functions have been set up in compliance with the requirements: of the
standard contractual provisions of the, Department of Derenee, the .National
Aeronautics and Space Administration and otherGovernment agencies. we be
lieve that the clauses presently used for this purpose adequately provide forsuita
ble reporting of new technology arising from the performance of Government
contracts. '

. .Ling"TenlCo-Vought, Inc..: .. .. . .. . . . ..... '
In ad<iitionto .diecloaing new technology as required by,contract, wesupplem~nt

such disclosures through close working .level discussions 'frequently heldbetween
our engineering and program management personnel·and.government' technical
personnel. '

The Boeing Co.:
In, addition to these cont:t:~ctuaLobligationswe recogn~ze·otherrespoIi~~bilities~

The pr()gram of the Company for its "Independent Research & Development"
is' submitted annually to the, 'government for technical, evaluation. In this
program results of past.ucttvttles.vreterenoeato technical-reports iE!sue,d (which
areeveilable .to the government), and Identitteaor principal investigators are
given. ,"These serv~, as an effective means "of ,communicatioIlof.pla~s,for.,and'
results of our non-contracted' R. & D. that, together with. reports of work under
contract, serve to give visibility to the government of the entire R;/& D. effort of
the Company.
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GrummanAircraft Engineering Corp.: ...
In additton, we re.cognize a 'responsibility to make' technical Information a~ail

able to all industry .. pursuant to the NASA program of technology' utthsation.
For: example, a paper entitled "Maximum Utilization of New Manufacturing
~l1gineeringTechnology"was given by our Mr.E.C. Nezbeda Vice President
aild Director o~ Manufacturing before the Society of Automotive, Engineers'
meeting on October 4, 1966. This paper, a copy of which is enclosed, presented
brief summaries of our capabilities in the manufacturing area and invited inquiries
sh()J.~14 the-mee:ti~g attendees desire additional information.

Douglas Aircraft Co., Inc.:
We must admit that considerable ttmeandettort ot our technical andadmin

istratdve employees is, devoted to fulfilling ,tlle technology reporting .requlremente
of Government' contracts, particularly those of NASA. Such requirements do
tend todetract from' the available time of such employees which might otherwise
be applied to the p~imepurpose of .the contract. As you know, the scope of
NASA's New Technology clause is extremely broad and compliance results in
added ,cost to 'the Government and the contractor. However, we 'endeavour to
me:et all such requirements .at the least possible cost to our company and to the
Government; . - ,

B:JNfER..i-<AL MECliANISMS FOR TECHNOLOGY TRA~SFJ!]R, QUESTION 2

Two types of mechanisms exist in addition to the normal communi
cation channels for transferring technology. First, there are perma
nent mechanisms such as an interdivisional council established byone
ofthe.co.J:Ilorations. One of the council's functions is to encourage
technology transfer. among divisions. Second, there are ad hoc
mechanisms .inithe form of seminars;, ,symposia,.and conferences
convoked to discuss a significant development or a pressing problem
and interdivisional research teams formed to tackle a project that cuts
across divisional lines. .: • ..

Other than these, normal meetings are scheduled which bring
together scientists and engineers who have a common interest in some
technical field. Information systems have been designed (to .a large
extentcornputerized) which can be tapped by researchers when they
desire, ...· .... .: . ,

I tis difficult to tellfrom .the responses how aggressive each corpora
tion's policies are in fostering technology transfer, The answers were
not comprehensive enough to make a hard judgment on this.v-Lt
seems that, except when particular problems come up, the technology
is .tr.ansferred only when the user individual or research team con-

.cerned initiates the action: One corporation does pass technical data
to its subcontractors and suppliers, the vast majority of which were
small businesses. . .
, Overall each corporation was interested in encouraging technology
transfer, inhouse. Two respondents could not seethe need to go
beyond normalcommunications channels. One corporation, however,
tended-to discourage or retard the process in a specific circumstance;
namely when a division requested research assistance from the central
research laboratory, the technology developed was not to be trans,
mitted to other divisions without the sponsor's authority..

EXCERPTS
'rhe Boeing po.: •••... -.': . ..•. .. .•.
-I~ some cases ad, hoc 'te~hnical teams are ,formed;ith'~epr~.se;ntatiVes 'frcnn

severaldtvleions for the purpose of working on technical problems' of Company-
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wide interest such as atmospheric' turbulence.v.structuralTattgue, 'and noise
problems. '; ': . '.' .', . \

Lockheed Aircraft Corp.:.. ...•. . . ... ... .. '.' .'
Several years ago we established a 'Corporate ResearchC9Uncillil1d~r','the:

direction of our Corporate Chief Scientist, Dr, Roy Smelt, ,and 'composedof the
director of research from each crthe divisions. Its taSk,is, to ,review the scope
and colltent of the corporatlon'sreeearch program, not 'only to assure that the
quality of research is high andthat interdivisional redundancy is eliminated, but
also to encourage transfer of the new technology among the divisions, and' to
emphasize the exchange of ideas among the researchers themselves.

N,orth American Aviation, Inc.:
."We' h.a"~-found' tha£one ofthethost_effk6~{Je:m~thhdS' of teohnology,'t~a~f~r':"is

bY way 'of personal contact. and exchange of .knowledge. To facllrtateuuch ex~

change, technical employees are described in' a computer data bank on the basis
of their particular knowledge and experience, and when a need. arises for their
expertise" they' are quickly identified by a computeriz~d data retrieval, system.
. .Besldes transferring technology within North American we also pass technical
data to subcontractors and suppliers as needed for proper fulfillinentcif 9urpr9~
grams. On some occasions when there was previously no supplier with satisfac
t()ry technical capability" our' technical aid' in establishing such a supplier .has
been considerable'. 'Much of. this infusion has gone to small businesses, which
constituted nearly 15,000 out of almost 17,000 North American suppliers Inthe
1966 fiscal. year. "

General Motors Corp.:
AS to yoUr seooni:lquestion,o~nerki .Mot~rs COi-pOrationh~s:~'~,entral~ese~~gh;

laboratory, a •central engineering staff, and otherl)perations which arE! in~l1c:leq
to' engage in research and developmenb-at vthe-over-all Corporate lev:el:Tlie
findings -of these staffs and activities with respect to the general work performed
are made available to the various operating Divisions through reports' and tech
nical committees which include representation from the Corporate and Divisional
levels. On occasion, these staff operations are requested by a Division to under
take a-specific research problem. In such instances their'res':llts'are·Ii.ot-~raifs
mitted to other Div-isionswithout authorization :from such sponsoring Division.

PanAmerican World, Airways:
Within our own .Corapany; we-,utiliz~-norrnal~chn:ical-com'mi.1llic~tihri~/~ha:rt:~

nels such -- as reports, technical library, conferences, group briefings,written cor
respondence and direct verbal or telephone communicabicn.for transferringtech
nclogy. .This has been adequate in the past and no specialmechariismsappearto
be required. - - .

.Union Carbide Corp. :
~k- do not' have anysp'e'cial m.ecIi~dli~iris (ou,tSide·· 'of<horri13J'techhi~~r c'onii,

muutcatdons'ehannels) for, transferring technology among 'our variousrdeparb
mente;' .laboratories or locations.

C. PROPRIETARY AND PATENT PROBLEMS ARISING ,WHEN
,REPORTING NEW TECHNOLOGY, QUESTION 3

S~verafcorporations evinced a concernthat~eporting ncwtech
nologytoo soon or too extensively would be harmful to the proprietary
rights of the corporation. The issue seems to hinge on. the division
between private or commercial and Government contractedresearch,
One corporation. stated that new technology developed within their
commercial research and development program should not under any
circumstances be reported to th~:Federal Government. Another
corporation found that frequently it was extremely difficultito-dif
fer~ntiate ,betwe.en new technology resulting from Government con
tract and new technology produced. using corporate funds. And
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still another saw th:tt any expansion of G?v~rnm.ent rep'ortiri~ re- .
quirements would drive a wedge between private and public research .
anddevelopment programs. On the other hand, the synthesis of new
technologies into a product ready for production seemed ~o be th~ key
toone corporation'sproprietary interest rather than the bits and pieces
of new technology. .One respondent felt that the value ofreportlng
was questionable unless the new technology was incorporated into
hardware deliveredto the ,Government.>

.With such a variety of viewpoints it is not possible. to draw any
final conclusions except that this question has served to expose il.
private sector 90ncern which justifies further study. .

EXCERPTS
General Motors Corp.:
T$~r~)sl -ho""ey~r,a:significantdiff~rence between-such Govemmentcontract

orfginated technology and a contractor's pr.oprietary:. technology. - Since <pro
prietaryteehnology.Ia the result of private-investment, it is generally recognized as
fundamental to our "way-of-life" that the originator possesses property rights-in
:s1i9hjechnol()gy which rights are -protectable at law; It .Is also generallyreeog
ni~e.(ttll~tan important factor in maintaining a healthy arid expanding economy is
the ,cohtinuin!rgrowth of and 'investment 'by private industry in the development
o Inew t-echnology and innovation.. :It is essential that the contractor's rights in

his proprietery.technology-be maintainedinviolate in order to preserve the incen
tive for such investment. We therefore do not believe that a contractor,should be
required to report proprietary technology.

'Westinghouse Corp.: .
From our experience, we have found that it isfrequentlyextr~melydifficult to

determine thespecifto technical accomplishments that have-been actually a direct
result of a government contract and those that wereproduced using our corporate
funds. In fact, many government-supported projects are initiated only after
the technical feasibility of a new concept has been successfully demonstrated by
industry-supported exploratory efforts. The resolution of the proprietary aspects
canand has caused considerable debate in the past. In o11rjudgment, assignment:
ofproprletary 'rights to. the industrial. contractor can be of significant beneflt
tt)'\Va.rd government objectives since the government willhave full opportunity to
use the 'development, but the added incentive given to industry in this way can
significantl:y enhancethe effectiveness of government expenditures.

LockheedAircraft Corp. : . . .. .
. :: •• A.,s, an .. additional.point; a. Government policy which combines requirements for
extensive .repcrtlngof the technology utilieed tn contract; performance. wi~h .Gov
ernment ' ownership 'of any inventions relating to the contract work may' 'force 
companies to insulate their Government-oriented research and development work
frox:n,'~hat'directed toward commercial' application. As a result both-types of
effort.would suffer.

. TheBoeing Co.: . ...> •. . . . ..•.•• . •.
'Prpprietary owrier~hip con,sideraiion~;other than patents, usuaJlydevelClpo-nW

Inconnectlon with work that is directly 'related to a product line' which the de
-veloper-hopesto offer for sale. The protecting of these proprietary interests: has
traditionally been the policy of the:DOp with the objective of promoting aggres
slveeompetitionbetween contractors.. It is our belief that thcJnccntdve to con
tr~ctors .... to' produce, superior products is enhanced,'. py such a policy. .These
px;oprietary considerations relate much.more to the syn~hesis and Integratdon bf
techIlologiestha~ to sp~ci~c items:in it:specific technical discipline. '

Gl'uJ]lnl.an Aircraft Ellgineering Corp.:
-'In th~s~,iristan'ceswhere the new tech'n'ologY. is ~:tili.'zedirt the 'h~rdware'delivete'd

to the Government, the 'prompt reporting of the new technology, transfers that
knowledge to the Government earlier than would otherwise' occur: However,
when the new technology is not utilized -in the hardware furnished to the Govern-
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ment,.it is usually far the reason th~t it involves that-which is eitfierImpracttcal,
costly, and/or unsuitable and we therefore questdon.thevalue to anyone In report
ing such new technology. We see.no proprietary or patent ownership problems
arising from the reporting requirements for the reason thatownership'and'other
rights are spelled out in the New. Technology Clause of NASA contracts, the Patent
Rights" Clause of DOD _contracts. ns well .as the Data clauses contained in those
contracts. -

Hughes Aircraft Co.:
We recognize a clear obligation to'::reportnew''teChnology_toth~goveiri:ni-ent'

agency who-sponsors the work which gives rise to-that new technology,and believe
that we discharge this, obligation, more. than. fully. ,We do: sometimes encounter
difficulty in' establishing -just which contract SUPP9rted which invention. to our
own satisfaction. The problem is not one of accounting, but .Is rather related to
the intrinsic problem of identifying the precise time of an invention .vle-e-vls
contractual charging and the collateral-rcontrlbutions of various contributors,
many of whom may be carrying multiple responsibilities. Wes'ometiIries encounter
a problem in trying to establish to the satisfaction of our customer whether a

_concept was conceived and/or reduced to practice prior toinltdatdon of acontract
or. in, connection with the contract. A good deal of our creative w{)rk issupported
out of company profits andlrovidesthe basis upon which major:program deyelorr
ment contracts are awardeto us. After·the fact, it-sometimes proves diffleulnto
disentangle the invention and its application. The basic N ASA:legislationca,uses
us: considerable concerti in' this respecnIf it is to be used to-claim a' company
supported patent oil the fnterpretetlonthat its' reduction to.ac:tualpractic"e' can
be madeonly in space on a·NASA program; If thisattitudei~maintained, it will
act-as a discouraging.factorto many colllpanies-who have contributed importantly
to space technology out of .their own funds. The DOD patent' positlon rs differen~

and generally encourages the development and 'contribution of new concepts by
the company. However, this entire question of patents, and the wisdomofgovern-
ment ownership thereof, deserves careful consideration. "

'D."·PARTICIPATION IN FEDERAL;TECIfNOLOGyUTILizATIO:N
PROGRAMS, QUESTION 4 '

Almostallof the corporations that responded wereparticipating i~
the NASA Technology Utilization program both as suppliers and users.
While this was the only transfer program cited pet "e,Use of Federal
information services such as those provided by DOD and AEC was
widespread. ,,'. ,.' '.. ,.•.•.. .',

The comments included favorable arid unfavorable attitudes. The
idea of information flowing to industry from Federal centers was
aPI!laudedby some because assistance was thereby provided to solve
existingprobl~ms and to avoid expensive duplicative rssearch and
development... , ". •. ." .

On the other hand, several corporations challenged theTechnologi
Utilization program in theory or in practice. Criticism was expressed
that the requirements of the commercial sector were so different from
those of the Government sector that transfer would involve consid
erable additional dev,elopmenteffort, therefore usually precluding
utilization. From another angle the TV program was considered the
right approach with the wrong technology. The extremely high
reliability requirements and other esoteric features of NASA-fostered
technology would. not have great applicability to the eost-conscious
commercial sector. While one response indicated nothing mew had
been received during their participation in the TU program, another
saw: "spin.off" .asaphenomenon that, occurred betwee!l~nindustry
alld the commercial sector directly arid not indirectly through or as
a result 'of Government activity. .
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Three university respondents agreed with the need for diversity in
approach. The matching fund requirement f?r .oSTS participation
was .noted as a weakness in that goodideas for transfer experiments
could be sponsored in other programs with fuilFederat' fundirlg.

EXCERPTS'·

North American Aviation, Inc.: .
We'believe that these programs are of'significant benefit to indi.lstrY~'.<not: only

improvlding assistance in solving existing problems but also in avoiding what
might otherwise be expenelve reeeerch and developmen t work to obtain informa
tion that is,already available. , However, there are some inherent weaknesses in
document oriented information systems such as, those just described., .the main
one being.Inability to identify and retrieve .only. thet.teehnhal.Inrormation which
is',applicable to.the solution of a specific problemwithou t the necessity of reviewing
~he,vast_ amount of,available data;

:W~stiIlghOuseElecti'i¢Corp::..
Thus fa:r,Westinghouse has used, to a'limited: .extent, some' of the.technical

innovations that have.been.reported but we have not found many applications
for the results,ofthe technology utilization programs. ,Westinghousehas'appreci.:.
ated 'theopportunity to -review.the inputs from the governmental sourcea'but our
Independent 'programs-in the same areas ~usually,provide preferred solutions 'for
our Industeial and commercial use." Economie-solutlonsheve not generally been
obtained. from" governmental -sourcea because,' the,' space 'and military technical
requirements. differ markedly from' those imposed 'on commercial applications.
F~r example, weight and size.frequently are not of critical' importance in .com
mercialequipment, but, cost and' certain other' 'requirements are. In' 'our judg
ment, ..theteclmical -accompljshments of Govemment-sponsored: development
pr()~amshavebeen'impressivebut these developments cannot be expected .to
have frequent use in commercial, industrial," and consumer-oriented items'.
:::In 'reviewing, our.rthoughtarori this SUbject, 'we feel-that perhaps one <of the

weaknesses in past utilization programs is·the'great'difficultyofeffectively demon
strating. the-usefulness of the technological achievement -in a manner-that- excites
interest for industrial eudcommerctal eppltcattons. Many of these accomplish.,
menta have not been brought to a developmental statlls which suggests that the
technical and economic feasibility are highly probable. Industry .must elect to
invest-large funds to extend the development sufficiently to properly. evaluate
the usefulness i:because this serious void exists, it is ,our' belief-that many of the
Itemschat have.potential .value are not .picked up and" pursued.

]jockheedAircraft Corp.:
It'IDa,ybe, as suggested in the. George Washington 'University report,·th~t:the

N.ASA"programs,' with their' extremely high .rellability ,requirements .and their
otherhighly eeoterlcfeatures, are -not the typeeof programs which' could be' ex:'
p,e?tedto have the highest level of specifictechholo.gical developments adaptable
to.eommercjal effort. ,HOwever, the N,ASA progrfj,msmay. well' afford your sub
comlIlittee the, beet "laboratory" for 'examination. of the effect ofa hlghlymoti
vat,ed·~over~ll1e~t,p~,ogr~m directed 't~w:ardtechn9Iogy',transfer.

. GrummanAITcraftEngineeringCorp.: .... .... .....
,. ',We','rec~ive,theJ'rASA Tech l3tiefs, and other publications' arid .niaterialfro:m
N.A8AHe~clquartersand, of course, as a contractor to. NASA contribute to that
source of information. Insofar as the .significant ,opportunities and weaknesses
qfthat:programareconcerned, it has beenour experlenoe that much of the ma
terial received, and possibly the major portion thereof, has not been new to Grum
man.: In this connection, however, it must be recognized that Grumman is a
large. corporation employing many highly qualified and' skilled technical personnel
and tp.at this experience 'probably is not shared by the hundreds or thousands of
~mal~~l.'cOInpanies rec~tviJ1g .this material Irom N 1\.84-.

Douglas Air6raft 00., .Inc.: .
'We a~~~-ithe ~'piriion:that thrise:impOrlant:ite~representing'spinoffS'froIIl

Government financed programs would normally be transferred to the civilian
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economy by the contractors involved; "In other- words;', contrectorsdeveloping
or discovering an item that may be salable by them or licensable -to others for sale
would indeed be remiss-In their duty to:themselvesanclto~heirstockholdersff
they -failed to pursue such de\i'elopmepts. Well-managed 'organizationsjllst do
not pass up such opportunities. -- In these instances, it is possible that the transfer
of information to the civilian economy, Improvemerrt.of products, and the asso
ciated economic growth of the country would be accomplished by individual
contractors at a lower 'cost than that presently expended by the Government in
attempting to promote these items.

Massachusetts Institute ofTechnology:
However, technlcal Innovatton 'is Only' oneaSpeet'of-the'pr{)blem,atid,we,als~

have muchttodearn about .other aspects of technologytrl},nsfer, including the
most effective, r-ole 'of theFederal-agenciea.v'the proper,degree. of centralization
of vartoueIevela 'of activity, how to coupla the information generated and the
specific-'int~rests 'of -_potehtial:users,' .developing ai)etter' understanding _of the
innovation-proces-s- -and the-factors essential t<t, ~,uccessful __ -entrepreneurship,
understanding the special problems, of small business-withlimited -eetentifloand
technical resources, creating the most effective form ofreferral s~rvice or fnforma
tion centers, and learning how to foster receptfveneestofnbove.aon tn "priv.itte
concerns and overcome attitudinal barriers; -. -,"'. ,,'

Clearly,'. the process by which technology can be transferred from itspotnt':'of
origin to 'utility in another context is extremely (lomplex.- 'I'oo.dittleda known
about .the total process.. It is for -this reason that we feel: bhatrthe-greatesb-op
portunity and strength of the existing Federal programs 'is thelr.multdplicity and
their differences in emphasis and approach:': .. "'., , "": '

The S~ience Information Exchange of the Smithsonian Institution will provide
valuable insight into .the referral function by which those -with.eimilar. interests
but -widely. different affiliations and locations can be coupled together>. The
Commerce,Department's Clearinghouse for Federal 'Scientific andTechnical In
formation -wil _gadncueeful experience with, centralized -abstracting,iridexing,
publishing, blbliographing, literature searching, and, document dissemination.'.

On the .other-hand, the NASA technology utdlisatdonprogramand bhe AEG's
technology utilization -program. are providing useful .dnformatdcn onva rvaziety
of, techniques for taking theteohnology to-the. user,' encouraging tte. acceptance,
and assisting in its development, and these activities are dependent on .e, 'cow
plete understanding of the technology originated by each of the 'agencies;,

University of California:
-In' regard--to the St~te technical service: 'program we-have encountered-four

major weaknesses __ First, matching-non7Federal _funds, have -been -difficult -to
obtain, and this has limited the number-and type of programethatwe have been
able to start The faculty who are most likely to beable to presenn newteeh
nologyof use to industry are the ones most likely' to have' research contracts
which do not require matching funds, and: they usually do .not have the/time, to
try to obtain matching funds. Second, the Office of State Technical Services
(U.S. Department of .Commerce) has emphasized that thieIe fo Be .an action
program, .and owing to this there' have not been sufficient funds for planning
purposes. Third.r althoughft.would seem that this program 'was to be a-State
program.rtbere has been so '. much direction from, the .Offtce ot State Technical
Services that there is not sufficient opportunity for. -local initiative. , Thia-hae
resulted in delays and relatively unimaginative.programs througllOut.the coun~ry~

Fourth, funds are not available for purchases of equipment; This limits libraries
in making better use of available documentation, and It llmtta.eepectelly the type
otdemonetratlon projectabhat can be undertaken... If a new met1J.od of solid
waste disposal,Jor example, is to be demonstrated, it is not likely that t~e major
components of the facility' can be. rented. '

If. these 'Weaknesses can be 'overcome the~e are several opportunities that, can
be.exploited.. First, libraries could obtain funds. to purchase the necessary
equipment to use the microfiche copies of reports, that are being distributed by
Government agencies.. It is not economical to use this new technical informa
tion format if the equipment necessary to use the format ie not available..Second,
some faculty members who are now almost entirely 'research-oriellted eould'be
encouraged to spend more effort in making their results svailablefc' -industry.
A major opportunity that the program has already presented has. been the; ,de..
velopmentof clos~! liaison between industry and uniyersities. '
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.

University of NewMexico:
As far; ~'s-the process of-technology: transfer is concerned;' r believe-that NASA;'

incite -Regional Dissemination Center program: has' developed the best existing
mechanism. for. technology transfer, .particularly transfer to Individual Hrma., It
could well serve as a model for any government-wide system, It combines' the
two ingredients I feel necessary for a successful transfer process:jirs"t/ a central
agency (the N ABA Office of Technology Utilization) with the function of 'collect
ing,abstracting and computer indexing the technology; second, local centers
staffed with technical people who are in direct contact with the user and who,can

-uonvert his problems and needs into efficient retrievals arid evaluations of informa-
.tdon Irom the central agency's information bank. Transfer is,' in the last analysis,
,prirnar}ly-accomplishedthrough people.. and .these people need to' be 'in. personal
communication with the user. Also,' Importentlyv tbe user pays ·a, fee, ..thua en-
eourging the use of what he receives. " -;'::"
:'-:::IR' this respect both the NASA program and, the-Technical Services Act program
have made wise choices in locating the transfer function in universities. -There are
many reasons why universities: provide a-proper setting: for technology transfer.
They are centers of knowledge, and knowledge is the product. witll; which these
p~ogramsare concerned. They are educational institutions; 'and;'fund3;ment~lly,

"technology' transfer is an educational process. They are centers of .scientdfic and
engineering excellence-and.are in the business' (at a-different level) of creating and
disseminatdng, technological information. They,are more to_day,than' ever before
community- service oriented, .yet serve the eommunitywltnan objecttvltynot
possible from some private and public organizations.<~:'::'" ',',>,,:

As for the NASA transfer program itself, it does have one built-in limitation
which could, be, overcome in a government-wide system. Its information base.
while: epcompassinga ,wide range, of .technicalrareaafromiboth governmental
(NAS4., 4:.Ec"" DOD; etc.) and, other ,sources, ,is,restricte~ in its, collection .to ,~he
internal needs of N,ASA. Therefore it, does not Include the complete' spectrum, of
technologies eitller covered, by}ederal reeearchund development or otherwi~e
available to 'federal agencies.,That:total coverage anq coordination of all federal
technological information efforte.are desirable if? self-evidentand should be major
objectives of federal policy. There, already exists ,a large' number of specialised
information centers within the DOD, AEG and other,government.ag;~p.cieswhich
offer an excellent base on which to build on overall coordinatedfederal system. .

Jon;T FEDEltALAND PRIVATE SECTORORGANIZA~roN"
QUESTIONS

. .i·

',",,¥proposed joiIlt Federal and pri~[\teseotororganizationw[\sinter~
pretedbymostto mean a national data center." Thefunction of dis
semination was emphasized in lieu of exploitation., The corporations
were iIlterested in strengthening the data centers extant and were
leery"f establishing an all-embracing, system, at least at this time,
be.causeof the difficulty ofmatching servicesto the widely divergent
needs of industry. AgaiIlaconcern was felt thatth~ data system might,
encroach on a corporation's proprietary interests because of their over-
lappiIlgpublicjpnvate research progrl1ms." ,',
only one respondentsl1wan entrepreneurial function elllbodiediIl

the organization. This was lllet with firm disapproval. The or
.ganization would be too far removed from the dynamics of the market
place. The large-scale failure of the National Research Development
c.,o""rp.',or,a,tio,'ll i.n",th,e,', ,United,.Ki,ngd,om w,a",s", giv,e,n,,.,as" ,,,ne,xample,,,of,,,' a
similisrexperiment. ." ' .., " " " . ',' ,'.. " ,

Oneinconsistency camiot be overlooked. In.the prior answers .it
had ,been poiIlted out repeatedly that, Government-sponsored tech"
nologynormally requires additional development before it isreadyfor
the commercial sector. •

Consequently, it was concluded, the costs involved become a major
constraint on the utilization of this technology for other purposes.
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Yet, it Was not seen to be in the public interest to' foster any'transfer
by, for example, having the joint Government-industry organization
und~rwritepart or all of the additional development costs: " ,The other
corporations, by not addressing this point and by not giving the pros
and cons of additional steps, did not answer a question they themselves
had previously raised. ..,

EXCERPTS'

Aerojet General Corp.:
'I'ous, it .appears at-bhistdme that-e- .,"_: .: " _ >' ,,'-',.:.-':,i ',.,

;-:(a) Emphasis should be on .improving, supporting-and using' established
facilitiea-e-Governmentoas well as university, technical-associationand·;other
Informatdon centers. _ -' -" -,' _ , :;'-~"-, ..:/:;,":;

(b)',Improved coding, cross-referencing .andaecesaIe "needed. to -minimise
duplication -! and: 'facilitate --multiple .souree -and -machine searching. This

'. m,a.y be enappropriate area for .Govemmenf support and coordination.

,"Lingc'!'elll()O-Yought,J~c.:
:','This: ,ce:iltfal-r>r?ble¢ 'of-fnformatrou.' transfer' .Is a 'complex -one.: and -would
tequire, '~'fnassive'_-da,tg,'storage and retrieval 'system. designed,'. fo "accommodate
all' technical 'information in the, Government's' hands. I. believe.that 'this is' 'the
problem: -in which-the-greatest-room for' Improvement exists, 'and.towardwhich
th~: Gl?~e~nm~Iltshould direct it~"efforts;

sandia Corp.:
,'We do not;,h.1?wev#r;-i)Tt~seiltly favOr -the',creatfon. of.b-singl'e 'IJ.4tion:ii' inforih~:;

tdoncoordlriatdng ,e:enter to ,handle. tIle ''disseniinatiOl?- of, all technology; The
~reationofsuch a center wouldmake it necessary' t~' develop procedures applicable
to' all ferhnology and -toallfndustry. we beueve th~t the problems yary-too
gr~atly fromolle'technolQ~·toanother and from industry to industry fo!.a
t;lingieullifie<i approach to, be practicable. ' Moreover, '1[e feel that too little' is
pr.ese~tly: known about howtecpnologyis brausferred to-warrant committing our
entire resources toa singleapproach. '

Westinghouse Electric Corp. :
As'a:'result,"it ;is 'irilprobl1blt3 that 3f;fr~e'exchange'"of-:infoiiriatioiJ.';cotiid,' be

established and sustained. Although this transfer might nominally be restricted
to only the results of Federal expenditures, in fact, ,any: meaningful discussions
and, exchange-of fnformatdon .would undoubtedly.include add;ition::tl,,~formation

derived from non-Government funded programs .. " It would be extremely difficult
foreach Industrial-concern to separate informa.tion derived during Governmen~
sponsored activity from that derived in industrial programs.

":Lockheed AireraftC6rp.'! "".,' , ,,' ,
None-of these .commen teIe intended to d~tra,ct f~om the desirability .ofd~s§e';i~

nating scientific knowledge .resultdng from Government-sponsored research-. , But
this. should be differentiated from control or direction by a central 'agency of the
comrriercialutilization of inventions and technology 'related to' Government
programs. The latter would be undesirable if for' no other reason than that-the
Government-generally is' not, oriented .toplanningfor and, perfectingentry:into
the marketplace. An example ora large-scale failure In an experiment of this
nat~re Was the. Britdef National Research (jorporation referenced in the House
subcommittee's 'report.. "I'he 'corporation 'was 'established by" British Parliament
in 1949 to exploit commercially federally financed R: &D. It is reported that
in the first 10 years of the .exietence of the-corporation, total revenues-amounted
to slightly more than 1 million pounds, while total expenditures were oyer ,3%
million pounds: "The.report alsoreterred toa similar effortby'theCanadian
Governmentwhich resulted in only nominal profits during a 12-year history.' In
a somewhat analogouseituation, the-Il.S.: Office of Alien, Property is reported-to
have.had little' success, in .exploitdng Ita-patents.



xu: ANALYSIS OF OPINIONS FMM INDEPENDENT
, NOT-FOR-PROFIT RESEARCH INSTITUTES. ','

Theinstitlltes, existed as transfer', agents f;1'" '. considerable time:
before, federally 'controlled technology became a. matter of inte~e.t.
(Seep. 79.) To gam the benefit of this experience in the subcommittee
study, the following questions were asked of a uumber of tne institutes.

Question 1. To what extent is there a demand and need for
n~wte9hnologyon the part of individual firms with which you
come)nyon'tact? ".'. .<. 0'·, " '., ".', ,':,

QUestion 2. What are' the most important technology transfer
mechanisms at present '(for cxample.vadvertdsing;" customer
supplier relationShips,collsnlting engineering, contract research,:
conventions and trade shows, technical and prof essional j qUru"ls,
Federal programs, et cetera)? ,,' ,,' "

, Question 3. What are the principal strengths and weaknesses
of technology transfer programs in the Federal agencies?

Question 4. What is your evalua,tionof the NASA regional
disseminationcellters; the State Technical Services Act activities?

'. ' ,Question 5. ,Oan you recommend improvements in any such'
programs?' For 'example, .ca) Do you .think these programs
'should be combined and centralized into one Government-wide

• o~ganizatiou? (b) What is,yourview qfa"Oomsat"-like
approach? (c) How do you visualize an organization such. as
yours fitting into such an approach? (d) What changes or inno
vations in the Federal programs would enable your organization
to be of gr~ater assistance? , " '," '

The replies are analyzed for each question and 'excerpts of sig-
nificanoearereproduoed below. '

,ok DEMAND' AND' NEED FOR NEW' TECHNOLOGY,' QUESTION 1

'l'h",e is evidence that many firms donet interpret theircominereial
problems in technical terms and therefore do not realize that new
technology or R&D. might be of help. This is particularly so when
the business has no technical personnel in management. Even when
demand for technology appears, the decision to acquire it involves
many nontechnical factors and is a functionofpersonal attitudes and
under~tanding. Much of the work of the .institutes is in education
which leads to recognition of the need for technology.
, Excerpts which illustrate these-views follow: "
¥idwest Researoh Institute: ,,': ,.

{~I~ ~tist be'reaii~ed ho;e~er that;the d~c'isil)ns to'usejec"lmologyire- rarely
based. on-technical, considerations. alone. Instead, economiev psychological and
other behavloral factora are often much more important;' ,'.. ',. . '

Our 'general 'experience and the epecific texper-ience with our regional",NASA
technology utilization program (called ASTRA) shows that there-is-a large gap
between the "demand' for, technology and.the actual "need".

Most firms we know will concede that new technology can offer better and
cheaper ways to do things. But there is not enough incentive on their part to

.M
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push for this change. The problem is that not enough is known about the tech
nology diffusiollprocess today to induce more people (potential beneficiaries) to
accept new ways of doing things.

Battelle Memorial Institute:
Because it is the application of technology to solve problernec-and 'not just

absorption oftechnology-e-that..the private. firms.seek- in technologytransfer, and
because problems of private firrria are oftenqu~te different from the, government
problems prompting the 'origination of-the teehnologyythe.transfer. process often
is so complex that the applied technology bears only a general resemblance to that
originatedunder Government funds. In general, the most significant transfer
comes. from addressing specific,cominercial problems with Government-sponsored
innovation as "part of the kit of tools," rather than clean application of specific
bits ,of. (}?vernment-sponsored ,new technology.

Stanford Research Institute:
The::indicationis that many firms do not realize the extentto-whtch.tbey need

to make use of the "sea" of technology that is being built'.up aroun~~l1em in
order to preserve their future, competitive,positi()ns. " When the realizl.ttion does
strike the technology has often advancedsofar that there is ncIonger-tdme to
become familiar with'it·and apply it to thefirm'abtrsiness. It is therefore our
feeling .thaf the need for adapting already existing technology, or in some Cases
new, technology, to, the requirements "of industry is so much greater than is, gen
erally- realized.

IIT Research Institute:
Technically -based. organizations' need -new technology to 'developnew product

lines and processes at the most opportune moment and, to be aware of.technolog
ical obsolescence as early as possible to take corrective action. ,':

However, the demand, for new technology, indicates that some sectors of the
economy-do not recognize the need 'for 'new technology or else lack.the resources
to effectively take advantage of this.demand.v-Dertadnlyy-the largerttechnically
sophisticated industries have a large ,demand for new technology. In thisrespect,
it, appears that new technology. begets more new technology. I~ is, the smaller
bllsiness often unaware of their high need for new technology, that demands it the
least. The smaller businesses must become increasingly aware of Ilew" technology
and:.should pe,aidedin:det13rmining Iteslgntficences.

Southern Research Institute: ,
It has beep: our.ooncluslon tha~ successful oper~tionor gro~th.of' companies,

large or small, seems to depend on entrepreneurship more perhaps than on avail
able new technology. Successful small business is frequently: dependent 'solely
on the entrepreneurial ability of one or two Indfvlduale; Such enterprises often
can gain little from new technology, the use "of which frequently calls.for further
research not available in the company, and new capital investment and risk which
the owner is not willing to undertake. It, is a telrly general-observatlonithut
companies having scientific and engineering, talent within the organizatiorican
use"toadvalltage ne",developments of It. & D., whereas companies withotrt fhis'
ability internally are less likely to benefit from' scientific developments.

B.,T'RANSFER MECHANISMS,' QUESTioN' 2

The personal contact is noted as the most impcrtant transfer
mechanism, To the institutes this means contract research or con"
sulting paid for by client firms, plus a.limited amount of publicservice
counseling, or participation in Federal or local governrnent aids to
bueiness.. Within .the firm it is neces~ary to locate a receptive person
with somB voic~ in Inanagenu:mt .decisions, ,.. ..; , . .- .. \

Companies which do not have technical staffs are more likely to
depend-on-customer-supplier relationships directly related to their
present business, '
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Excerpts from the replies are presented below:
Midwest Research Institute:
.An of th'ese factors "make their own contribution and there' is no single "best

,wat"presently, nor doJ ·believethat one "best::way'J will emerge. In fact" far
too much emphasis has been placed on transfer ,mechanisms. Much more emphasis
needs now to be placed on the two other elements in the transfer process. The
first-Is the make-up of the supply {information to be transferred) in terms, of
quality.vquantity.and relevance. Secondly; much more needs to-be knownabout
whatamakes an-ultdmate user-first seek and thenaccept-and use technology; , We
also needto know more. about how the supply source works,and how its content
can-be modified and distilled to make Itmoremeaningful to users:

However, Our own experience points over and over again at a mechanism: you
have riot listed;' This is the "transteragent/t who is hardtoIdentdry and hard to
c4arl1c,te!ize,accurately.Toput it another wayjthe -moresucceseful transfer
programs seem. to' be characterized by repeated personal ,', contacts, between 'users
and',f;uppliers,thus building up avtrueted eouroevrelationehjp.

:Suild.ing such relationships is an expensive process requiring careful focus on
nar.rpw user audiences,as well as the talents of unusual.peoplatc perform the

. traneter.egent.rolc.o But elnce this mechanism appears towork, we should look
for ways to build programs around this insightwhleh multiply benefits 'tester
than costs.

Battelle Memorial Institute:
" "

<In our view,' technology transfer implies the profitable utdlization of knowledge,
Hence, .we would considerthatany of the mechanisms listed could be influential
iJ:rat,lca,st initiating the t~ansfer.. For ultimate transfer, consulting, engineering,
or, co~Yact, research 'are representative of the most important mechanisms.
T~ey, are. representative ill that they, along vrith other possibilities not, listed,
involve,the use of individuals in the transfer process. They representthe techno
en~repr~neuradaptivetotheproblem-technologysystem by virtue of a capability
ofspanning the new technology and the needs of the industrial sector. Involve
ffient"a~both.ends of the spectrum is probably essential to the successful transfer
process.; >. ,,"', ".,' "', ' .', ,.,',',' """ '.',' ,"

:MecIl:anisms of technology transfer of lesser importance, but' ones that, should
tlQt, be ignored, include technical and, professional journals and, universities.
rh.e gr~a~es.t contribution of the latter mechanism lies in the diffusion of newly

.,ed:tlcated'~tudentsto the privatesector.

qbw~llA.eroIlauticalLaboratory: .:
iAltho'ughT liave,f~w ~pecifkco~ments:tooffer .on the various. t;;a~~fer meoha

niems presently employed, it is my observation that one of the-moat effective
hasbeen-the independent nonprofit research laboratory. ,, Admittedly.rmy view
may be held parochial or one dimensional, but 1- question-whether, the important
role.such organizations play in technology transfer iesufflciently well understood
Thus,-I-- would point out that CAL's experience over the past 20 years in a wide
range of. both military and nonmilitary programs substantively.' illustrates the
effectiveness with which' such organizations translate technology to diverse
appllcatdons, , '".. ,,:

Sometimes specific knowledge and know-how may be transferred directly from
the contract. researcher toa member of the commercialreseareh·community.
This .does,' however, require that direct and often .extensive technical communica
tionbe established between the groupe.. CAL, as a recognized authoritydn bhe
area of.hypersontc gas dynamics, was able to transfer to a major chemical concern
those aspects of gas dynamics considered pertinent to the improvement of certain
chemical processing techniques. A·measureof succeea Ia evidenced by-the fact
that today, some years later, this company basa resident staff actively engaged
in such research and development. .

"I'he'Franklin Institute:
The .present technology bransfer-mechaniams.cmany of which you' have cited

above. are all characterized by, a person-to-person relationship. 'This character
istic tends to -bobtleneck the system and' there has 'not-yet appeared an effective
',way of getting around it. While the use of digital computers is making the indi..
vidual's work more 'efficient, it-is only amplifying the importance of-the person
in the transfer mechanism. Unless a new and novel-approach can be developed;
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the only eolutton to this part 'of the' problem isa reorientatden.of the training pro
gram for engineers and scientists so that personal participationin .the transfer
mechanism willi~prove. '.

C. STRENGTHS AND WEAKNESSES OF FEIlERALTRANSFERl'ROGRAMS,
. QUEsrION3

Th~ respondents noted a generallack of knowledgeabout tlie tr-anse
fer process. This makes existing Federal programs take thaform
of experiments and so thi'YC!lnnot be fairly judged (since even all
unsuccessful experimental transfer program may reveal a. great
dealabout the process). Nevertheless, the fact' that some effort was
taking place was commended bymost institutes-reflecting the adage
that one must be searching for something in order. to find anything.

Weaknesses are obvious at both ends of the process-organizing
the information handling system and educating prospective users.
The lack of overall p9!icies, internal coordination, and consistent
practices was noted by several observers.

Excerpts pertinent to this question follow:

IIT Research Institute:
sinc~ technology transferprograms byFederaI'~encies:- '~re:stilt in,the jncipien,t

stages;', it is too early to analyze their strengths and weaknesses. However, the
majorsteengthe ofFederal programs at this time are that the problem has been
recognized and that there are active attempts in progress to accomplish technology
transfer. Recognizing the fact that there is Federa.l R. & D. which is useful in
the private sector is, the first step towards accomplishing technology transfer.

The most significant strides in recent-years have been taken by, NASA's Tech
nology Utilization Division. TUn places its emphasis on the active transfer of
new technology (i.e. the use .of an Innovatdonjdertved from NASA-sponsored
research in, a .nonspece application) rather than a passive transfer, consisting
solely of disseminating information through publications. This experiment with
active transfer has met with some' success and some'fai1ure,butthe,signifi~a,l1t

point is that the experiment is in progress and that NASA is learning. tocope
with the problem. ,'" ".',,'-'."',':,' ;'::: ' ..• ' , ;.<.;".::

There ,are also ,some weaknesses_in theFederal programs" such as, the'foll0'iing:
(a).'.There'is alongthne delay from an innovation's inception uritdl Industry

'risinformedof its existence.
(b)"There .Is diffic:Ultyin'id~ntifying_ ~seful techhology:and evaluating its

potential commercial significance.
(c) There is no patent 'or other vtype of protectionforthe'organizatioll

wishing to use federally sponsorednew technology whichcauses the.organl
'zation to hesitate before investing funds for adaptive research. " ''. _.

(d) Industry does, not always recognize that the innovations are .seldom
directly, transferable to commercial use and that additional innovation is
required to make such transfers; The NASA film, "NASA Technology
Utilization 'Selected Applications. 1965;" gives, several examples, of. transfer
t.ha.tvaimp'ly 'would: not have happened without ingenuity on the p~rt.of

industry", ' , " , " '" . ,,':... ',-
(6) Industry sometimes views .Federal transfer programs withvsusplcion

due tou-nonfamiliartty with these programs-as well as a feeling that they
might not be worthwhile if they promise something for nothing. ,,', ',".._ .

Stanford Research Institute:
"Technology developed for the Federal agencies is ill genera14eye~opedf()l;:·the

needs of the Federal agencies. These needs seldom 'match those of the smell
business. The quantity and quality of technology developed for application to
the needs of Federal egenciesis great put the technolo~ycanrare1.ybe _transf~rred

directly bub must.be. adapted-and specially applied to the needs of business: 'by
scienbists andengineers. Consequently, the. Federal programe Iallshort insofar
as they provide bustnese.only with' existing knowledge but no means is provided
to apply 'the knowledge' to the business-in question. '
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SouthwestResearch Institute:
'Because of our involvement In the "Technology Utili:zatimlProgram,~e 'can

comment on question 3 best from this aspect. _ We serve NASA by having our
experienced scientists: and engineers review & I1d evaluate for technical merit and
possible commercial' application, technical innovations 'developed by ~ASA in
~ouse .andalso by)ts contractors. We find a number of Inuovattone suggested
esnovel are already in existence in similar form: detailed analyses show some inno
v~t~ons to be not _too practical, usually because of lack of 'certain knowledge on
the" part of theinnovator. Howevec. it should be stressed that development and
promotjonof such. ideas' should not be condemned as"a shortcoming ,of "the,pro
gram.v-Proresslonal people require much encouragement and stimulation"to
present-fechnical ideas for review. There will always be aome f'chaff with the
",heat;" ~nd:many good technical innovations ,are. ultimately obtained. NA~A
makes ,them "available to the scientific. and general public' estechntcel briefs.or
J."eports."Unfor.tuIla~lyJ'since only, titles, of .these 'innovations can be shown on
p!omotional documents announcing' theiravailability, too often specific, Ideas .are
116,t"recC?gnized, fO,r th~ir< potential use. This. shortcoming will be overcome, by
pl.lblishi;ngjn sclentiflcand.teohnloal journala more abstracts of worthwhile .inno-
Yil.tio'~s,.:,:;,.:<, .. -. "".': : ,,:,:,,-,:,,' ::_. ",',," ,,'.',"---":"

The princip~strengthof this program ts.its basic purpose, .maldng.avetleble to
the Inbereetedpubllc the new technology developed with, F'ederal -f,unds. "This

/material can be very useful. One weakness is that the information does' not al-
waysr~a(}p. ~ll potential users~ ~. " " ""<"':':"'",,'::' '.,"" ' __ .:" "

: AIioth~r point that'might beconsidered a weaknessis,theAoncern of soma parties
that 'great eommerclalisatdon of one 'certain techllOlogica1,itemis ,llE~ce,ssarY ,to
justify the program. Actually, 'the fact that bits and; pieces of thienew technology
,ar,e,~~ed?r?aql)T[n industry shouldbe more than sufficient justification.

Gulf South Research Institute:
,The:'princi~~i" stren'gths 'of" tli~ t~a~~i~~;' :programs 'iii''the ,Feder~l agencies' are

th,e,,,e:xteIltan,d .depth of .informatdon available. 'I'he.weakneeees-are -the users'
lac!t.of knowledge ..about-the a.v:ailabil,i~y of aueh-informationand the mechanisms
~or:~btaining auchJntormatton. Alsothe users have not developed the.habitof
g()i:ng.,t~.s~ch.so~rcesofinforrrlation'but: rather depend onconventional1ibraries.

(JorneIlAer,!nauticalLaboratones i •••

, The~e are signifi~ant advantages when those originally responsible fortt·tech j:
Ilological:advance'themselves purslle Ita appljcationfoward diverse ends: -The
motivation to effectively achieve such applications most strongly resides .in~he
inventor himself 'and his intimate knowledge enables him-best to meet the difficult,
often subtle, aspects of diverse applications. Independent laborll,tories,:devoted
to both Government and; industrial research are 'well suited to this role. I find it
doubtful that a centralized organization 'could effectively duplicate this 'form. of
transfer. .' . _

W"it1,l. .. r~sp.ectparticularly to. small buelnese.. it. i13, my: belief that .the.effiWtive
tran'sfer of technology must continue to rely;principally, upon desire and fiscal

'ability within the free enterprise system to implement innovations in its own con
,000xt.. "There. have been many proposals stemI1ling from allleveJs of .research
management for congressional action aimed at . increasing such motivation by
buelness;..large. and .amall. to seek-new-technological ideas. Perhaps principal
among·these'recommendations bas been .more favorable tax legislatiQn"vis-a-vis
industrial research. I. would only encourage Congress to continue consideration

,of-such proposals; , , ,

·.:6..a.tt~lle.Mem.·oTialIllstitu.te:
, ''','-' ,>,' ,',.;"'< ",,;' .- ",.c,,' ,'--" ,,"

'I'he principal strength in the Federal agencies technology transfer program
is th~p;theyprovidefocal points for those with enough entrepreneurlal skill -." They
further serve to emphasize, on a relatively continuing basis, the Government's
attempts totrans~erpublicfunde4knowledge: ,NASA has. accomplished a.- sig
nificant, amount .In providing ImprovedInformatdonfo-the private .sector 'and
other agencies are beginning to follow the approach.. · Documerite.uuch .aaNASA
Sp~""'5019 and Sp.-5016 are illustrative of technology available from NASA's
Technology, Utilization Division. The technology in these documents is pre
sented in a form whereby it can prove useful to problem solution in a defined
portion 'of. the private sector.
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Although attempts to classify technology "sothat"it is:'availabl~to 'tliepcirtion
of the private sector :havingthe_mostreleyan~proble1Il8ate noteworthy, they
nevertheless _point out -the prlnclpalweaknesaee. of technology, transfer programs
in the Federal agencies. Dissemination based all solution Identification followed
by attempts to .locate -problems tends to inundate :;t recipient and render htm
somewhat insensitive. This type of dissemination is .the -natural result of out,,:,:
growth of technology from mission-oriented agencies. The weakness results from
failure. to recognize that effective transfer can be accomplished only by a', reversal
of the present process.' namely; to seek out pr()b~ems and then solve t~em from
available technology or match technology to appropriate problems <or needs.
Present processes ignore the role of the individual that matchestechnology with,
need 'through understanding' of both.. ,.,' .' ." '

'Present technology transfer programs also tend to ignore, the factt~atiildl.ls~
. tr.y"must bear a r~sk in' the techIl<?logy" transfer process and. that. industry fa-well
equipped to' .bear' this .. risk, ,prpvided that ,appeal-i.s .made -to. Industry t1;lr9:ugh
entrepreneurship. . It must ·\J€.'recognized"that t~~,technolqgYJr~nsfer,:pro:ce,ss
is .expensive and onethat.theGovernment' is, :n9t, :£;lSlUipp~d to haIldle:,,'),~1;iaEj
been stated that: .. "The cost 'of making anew' teeh:nological"d.ev€)loptn,~·IlV-~o,~;';
mercially successful is often' much more than the 'dollar cost 'incurred in' 'cre3,~il1g
new technology," Steiner, "Improving th~Transfer,of. Govemment-Spoueored
Technol?g~!" "BusineseHorlsona, v~lulll~·,9;>1'f0' ~, 'fI1U, ,1966, :'page5S.;

Midwest Research Institute: . . ,
'I'he ~tr.et;lgths of, the Federal programsare (at. tb,e"'~8,G(th# sU~h,h~;ti~itY-.i~;

underway,' 'and (b) that .. each;' of. the' agencles ,is.experi;r1lellting.: and .learning '11
considerable amottnt',as.eachmonthpasses;" ':". ,"", ''',,'. ""'. . ..' '
_ 'The weaknesses are (a)' most efforts are limited' to operationalprogra,TIw.by
law (Le., to get'llresults"). '·There is no' mandate or legislative authority, todo
"the necessary underlying research (which may.be.Iargely payehologtcalofaocio-:
logical in nat~re), to overcome our Inadequate basie understandingof :,the. leer:-
Ilical'diffl1sionpr?cess;'" ..:C, ""'''',: ,:':',' •• :",; ,.,-:,.:."~-,,

(b) Insufflcient-efforb' has been 'devoted'}p identifYing-'go.o(} 'pro,spect.s. (lis~rs);
for: transfer.' :}The··success.of. biC?medicalappllcatioJls' tea1l1program .~ll.at weare
conduc~ing for" NASA illustrates',. the value' ',6f .iden tifying" us:ei'S' (in .~llIs·,'.l?~S,El/
M;D.'s' in 'clinical and '. research 'activities) having. common needs (e.g;,,--'instru
mentation and bioengineering devices) .jand .then. designing a .program :t()::,s~rve
and reorganize the information, supply (NASA pool of techn?lc)gy)to,llleetHu;:se
needs. ',..-: ,""" ."':, -." ".. . ".. ,',- ,,".' " c,;· '.:';".".";:'," :. '>. '.:""',

", '(c) There neede.tobe much.more effort addressed to translating aJ;l.d:researchin~

the information supply into more uaable.I'civilian" terms~'. ..... ' ,,'."':'
(d) "Too. 'much 'attentionois'addressed" to "different': 'forms 'of :"lItransfer

mechanlsma.v-... .,.. .. 'd .: <;' ,"" ."": ':,:
(e) .'Finally, there' are no overall, national policies 'or' stated goals.to coordinate'

the several 'efforts and to: provide overall focus.

D ,EVALUATIONbF 'NASA.·R:ElGIONAL··DISSEMINATIONCENTERS'Xl,D
·THE.QFFICEOF STATE TECHNICAL SERVICES, QUESTION 4 .

·Sorne';'hat surprisin.gly,about half the institutes have not b';~n
directly involved with the NASA centers for technology transfer;
The centersarev in a sense, competitors of the. institutes an~ o1\ly
one is located at an institute (Midwest Research Institute), .'I'he
fact that the centers were beginning to become s'ilf-supporting throllgh
user fees was taken as an indicator that they were doing a satisfact?ry
job.."·..... • ... .. . . .....' ... .•..•.......

.. The State Technical Services activities were appraised asdoubtful
toexcellentwith the comment that therequirement.o{aprpgrll,m.}or
each State meant spreading the available funds so thin-that, results

, would be slow in appearing.
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>Excerpts.from therespondents follow.
Southwest Research Institute:

',"'"

The' NASA regional dlsseminatdon centers areaeoompllehlng their-very (~iffi.
cult work. They are Indivldually growirig ill size, andthetr number i~ expand
ing.-The companies they serve, 'fora fee, are benefitting fromN"ASA technical
information .erter it has been 'screened-to provide individual companies with-only
relevant deta. .Unfortunately, even .thougb feea -are. very, nominalj -the centers
are):'eacllingonly a few-and mostly major-e-companles.who understand research
andite'resultingbenejlts. These companies expect prlmarlly to obtain generally
useful,new technical knowledge and onlyon occasion, somE! greatgem.of infer
.mation;-. It .would 'seem that the smaller' companies with more" to-gain from an
influx of .new technology. do :not understand the philosophy- of .research .and
development. l

The- State technical services' program is' newer and appears to- be moving 'more
slowly. Perhaps there has been a need ror Btete and' Federal 'administrators to
coordinate-their activities. We understand that .the. NASA '03ice'of 'Technology
Utilization is now making NASA information 'available "through the .State pro
grams. Our limited knowledge of their specific activities will not .allow us_ to
comment. fairly- about them. Like, NASA" they-probably-have not reached the
potentdalusera of .their services. Poesiblymore local- newspaper publicity :and
contact with local-associations of manufacturers to describe the program are' in
order.

'Battillle Memorial Institute:
The-dissemination -centera bave "value in thatthey'servearelatively'srrial1

" audience;" and. keep the: idea of the: ,potenti,al of technology transfer' constalltly
before numerous industrial firms which otherwise would be unaware of potential
opportunities. They, suffer. from the previou13ly·discu.Bseddisadvantages of
technology transfer by dissemination alone; There is 'an element-of "Here Ie the I

answer; what-Is the:question?", , , ", "',, _.
.The acttvitdes of,the Dffice of State .Technical Services have not been-underway

for. a long enough period of -tlme-to.evaluate. .Certainly,if they turn out as well
as hasjhel?epartment of-Agrlculture's extension services 'program in focusing on

_addressing problems using technology rather than just "eoetcerlngteebnology,'
they will be moet effective. The .posslbility that State technical service programs
may duplicate some presently existing programs could cause industry to b~come

confused as to ~h0nt,they should approach. " " , ,

IIT;Research Institute:
Again, an evaluatlon ofthe NASAregionaI dissemination' centers and.'the state

Technical Services; Act is difficult because these developments are so recent." The
~AS1\RDC's .appear to be effective transfer organizatdone, if only because they
are signing fee-paying member companiesintothe program at araptd rate with a
low percentage. of .organizations failing to renew ,their 'memberships. Their
computerized methods of storing and retrieving documents, while_ StttIering from
the lack_ of a v'perfecb' indexing system; _seem well suited as a- major tool for
achieving technology transfer and reducing the duplication of R. & -D. efforts.
~ TheState Technical Services Act introduces the concept of the Statenplaying
a .me.ior role in tailoring specific programs to meet their singular requirements;
Only time will reveal the. effectiveness of this concepti however, we doubt that
bhleprogram can beas successful as the-NASA.program:
,"",',.

E. R,!,COMME1'IDED IMPROVEMENTS AND THE ROLE OF THE INSTITUTES;
QUESTION 5 '

The·res~arc.hinstitutes were almost equally divided on the questi0'1
of centralization of Federal efforts. ' Opponents were fearful that a
single "best" approach would be chosen at too early a time. Diversity
of approachhas its usual appeal. Endorsement of centralization was
on the basis of achieving common methods for information handling
and a single contact point for users. Many respondents commented
that even without centralization, there should be much more coordi
nation among transfer programs. Some sort of "capping agency" 'is
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needed to evaluate efforts and select the most promising experiments
for the limited funds during the period of research on the transfer
pr9cess. Ultimately, technology. transfer lllay be coordinated ",nd
centralized as Will scientific information. •...... ... ... ... ...

The Comsat concept was not viewed with favor, principally be~
cause it is difficult to visualize proprietary protection which would
insure that the transfer agencyrfceived '" shareof' the benf~ts..The
research institutes felt strongly (with an admission of self-sfrvice) that
they were It proper bridging device. Federally controlled technology
can be coupled to business problems through the trusted source ora
regional research institute. The replies indicated thateachi~stitut(>

foresaw immediate .local opportunities which were . not beiD.~:met
because ofalack ofmoney and manpower. .

Excerpts on this question follow:
Battelle Memorial Institute:

"Battelle is ewere .of theseveral-etudtes performed by' Systems 'Development
Corp. for .the Committee on 'Scientific. and- Technica!',InformatioIi(COSATIYof
the·Federal Council for Science and Technology (FeST). The 'implications' of
the nature of the' "charters" of NASA, AEC, and DOD, particularly as the charters
relate, to an obligation to insure technology tJ;'an,sfe:r. to.',th.e, private ,,'Sl:lC3to~_,-are
recognized. Further, we are aware of the importance of 'actions 'of'the-U.S.
Congress; wlth-reepeot to this problem-as well as to .economic-conslderatdons.
Based on these" as well as other considerations" the .vlewpoint that the technology
transfer functions-of NASA,AEC; QSTS, DOD, and so forth, should be combined
und~r}h,~Department:of Comm~ce"operated, by the, Inbitute of Applied :-TeclI;,.
nology with the Clearinghouse; for Federal Scientlflo and Techn.ical .Information
(CFSTI) serving as the central processing and etorage-uudt is ;of: some-merit;
This approach could be enhanced by the presence in each-State ofa technology
transfer office.", Each State technology transfer -office should be in .dlrect .snd
continuous communication with the Federal-level technology-tranafereofflce in
the .Instltute for, Applied Teehnologvv.eud also 'indirect contact with the CFSTI,
wherein .the- central information store, of public funded, unclassified, .nnllmlted

I information would be available for retrieval and transmittal to-the claimants of
the State technclogy tranefer offices. ,',>:"" ""',".",,:';,::,,:,

.On the other-hand, the inefficiency of occasionalduplicatioll,t:h,a:t;,~ouldbe
eliminated by the above approach, might be outweighed by the' advantages of
interagency. competition; to excel ill technology transfer. ",', ,,< ,.:'

Other 'improvements in programs should center around the suggestions-made in
connection with the diecusslon of, technology transfer. mechanisms .ot queettonz
and weaknesses of programs in question 3. , This would involve greater recognition ~

of eritrepreneurshipas a means of accomplishing the healthy' transfusion; of
technology-into the private' sector end the ability of industry, to he vitalized by
stlchau' appr()ach., The role of the, individual in the .problem-technology mat,ching
relatiQn8hip a,nd the unique ,role that industry can Pla:Y .in- the adaptation" -procees
m'ztst, not be"o.verlooked.

(b)WhatisYbll.rview of a Comse.t-likeapproachj
We assume th~ Comsat..lik'e -approaeh refers 'to the sev.er~l conclusione.inf

SDC's national document handling system report, and to COSATI's, recommenda
tlonato the ,FeST. If this is true, we do .not favor the.'Comsat,approach, on
the 'grounds that we .recognize two, separate "information" ',areas, (1), that 'of
information developed by public rundedfnjormatton, and (2) that otherwise
developed. We do not believe that these can be handled under. 0Ile structure
even if implemented'in the private' sector.. .r Hather, -webold bhevtewf.hat -bhe
Federal Government should exercise:'the leadership and management skill neces
sary to effectively exploit .thaf information developed using public funds; andto
recognize that the private sector (including professional societies)' be. free' to
exploit not only public funded but. also -prlvatelyrunded scientific and teehnica'I
information. "
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(C) How do you visualize.an organization such as yours fitting into
suchan approach? <,': ... . •.

In the event that a Comsat-t.ype ccorporatdon were founded; it is expected
.that ,organizations 'such as' Battelle would participate mostly .through.supplying
scree of the staff who would be involved in the operation of the Technology
Transfer' Comsat. Also, and provided several of our Government wponsore
were to- approve, it is-likely that acme of the unclassified,unlimited products of
Battelle-operated information analysis centers would be further disseminated by
(Jomsat. Oonceivablythe Comsat would serve'to refer iiumerous:inquiries
to Battelle for: preparation of. technical responses. ,.'

It is not likely that Battelle's information analysis centers would depend on
theComset procedures since much o-f the information utilized by our Informa
tdon analysis centers is too new to have been acquired, indexed, announced, and
aeeeeaioried by a central depot. " .Indeed, if Battelle, were to depend only on the
published literature, then at best it would be 12 months to 2 years behind the
times. .

(d)Whl1t changes or innovations in the Federal programswould
enable yourorgamzation to be of greater assistance? .... •
. ·"As,-an independent, .endowed.vnot-for-profit research .instdtute devoted to sci
enceand research,' Battelle-can provide assistance tllatwould,.touch virtually all
faceuFof the technology transfer process. This would-Include expansloniof. its
present role as 'well. as the ability to .offer even 'greater' assistance in connection
with the- changed' programs suggested herein. At the- present time, Battelle
offers,'considerable assistance' to the major ongoing Federal technology transfer
programs by operation of .several important information analysis 'centers for the
De-partment of Defense, NASA, AEC, and Arms, Control and 'Disarmament
Agency' (e.g.; 'Defense Metals Information Center"Battelle.Defender,Information
Analysis Center, Remote Area Conflict Information Center; Radiation Effects
Information Center, and 'Arms Control :Technical Information .and Analysis
Center). Also, Battelle maintains' an aggressive information- acquisition 'pro
gram to insure that its information holdings are as current and as valid as possible.
In this' role; Battelle 'makes. a contribution to- an important aspect of technology
transfer, namely; Insuring the availability of usable Information.. Representative

-of suggestions made in connection with these programs are such words as security
classification and control, contract requirements for reports, 'access procedures for
usingDpC held information for an A'EC project,' or vice versa, and standardized
q?ve~nment.-wide,th~sauri,indexes, .abatracta- and announcement media.
" Rec;ognizing that a key to the-technology transfer process lies with theindivid
'u:;tI"Battelle has available the services of numerous individuals aware of the needs
and problems of the private sector and at the same time skilled in the adaptation
of technology> ,'"
. Battelle's, contract research' is 'sponsored both' by' Governmentend tndustry:
all oLthe departments and most of the individual researchers at Battelle have
worked on .programa for both groups. Thus .Battelle researchers often approach
commercial problems with a "kit of research tools" developed in good part through
Government-sponsored technology, and are able to apply the latter to the former
inthe problem-focused manner that helps the commercial 'firm;

,Battelle specialists that perform research on, economic, marketlngy andother
buainess vconslderatdona dn the use of new technology in commercial 'industry,
are particularly well situated to aid in planning and achieving effective (from. the
business viewpoint) industrial use-of Government-sponsored new technology.

In addition,'. Battelle ftself particlpates in the technoentrepreneurial process
'through the operation of a not-for-proflt-subsidiary-e-T'he Battelle Development
Corp/ ,The stated purpose of this subsidiary is to euppor-t acientific research and
to make-the results available to industry for the benefit of the public.' During
its 3I-year history, The Battelle Development Corp. has gained a wealth of cxpen
ence -In bridging the gap between the inventor's scientific concept and utilization
i~ industry. It Is envisioned that organizations such as The Battelle Develop
mentCorp-.·having existing technology transfer capability could playa. most
important and effective role in future Federal programs at a minimum cost tothe
Government.· . ..' . . ... " . . ..' . '

.Recognising even further .that. the practical utilization of the results of.creative
research..ina. free . society depends on the. element of technical risk as' well as
technoentrepreneurship;: Battelle in 1963 estabflahed a profitmaking subsidiary,
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Scientific Advances, Inc. In its operation, Scientific-Advancesassumes'thetech;';'
nical risk in the form of demonstration of the commercial feasibility of "v:arious
Hdiscoveries-,and inventions." By establishing Scientific Advances, 'Ine., to play
a 'role in the technology transfer process; Battelle has learned that which is now
being recognized -tn.connecston wtth the -transfer:Cif-defense-space technology,
naruelyr.vlnduatry-muet play the central role in transfer; the job is one of matching
new technologies -to dlveree needs throughout the: economy, and industry is clearly
best equipped to perform this' work." "Commercial Profits .from ,',Defense::Space
Technology" .Purcell.ed., 'I'heSehur Co.; Boston; ,1965., One of the' first products
manufactured by Scientific' Advances, .Inc., was a subminiature, absolut_e-:-pressur~
transducer developed at Bl1ttelle under Government ,contract ;wher,ebY:'~attelle
waarentitled to-retain title '00 ", the invention' with' 'royalty-free licenseprovisions
to-the- Government. Organiz.'ati6ns'such as Scientific 'Advences'thnfare-sktlled
in,assumiIig'::techhical'risk and ,have ,an' .,available'te~hhoentreprene~ri'al talent
coul~alsoplay an' important role in futureFederal' programs:

, Midwest Research Institute:
'I,would edvlse .atrongly. 'against centra.ljzing;~ll-:'Feder:al:traIisferpfO'g'ra~sin

the near future becauset,h~state of the art does not yet permit, the selectdonofthe
"best approach". We need more experimentation to determine this.

" .There might well, be eome-real benefite in congressional recognitlonund-en
couragement ~of .further-cooperatlve efforts 'and experiment: among-the -several
existingagencyprograms.I'Technology. transfer" is needed here; too; Further
moreaddedettort-tc centralize and expand- the supply of information for.dls
aemlnatdon should-make all the programs more .effecblve. .Ourrentlv, .eachegencv
tends to focus first on Lhe information pool-It generates. But 1 suggest that
keeping some .competlbion alive among the programs.during thle-Iearning stage-Is
highly,constx:uctive."" ' ; ,,','--,", " ,',.': '>'-,i';,

,With respect' to-a :'IComsat-typeapproachj"- it is hard to' comment', without
knowing more 'of what is contemplated. A, literal adaptation of Comsat "to

.exploitatton .of Government-developed 'technology 'doesn't seem to" fit'.:Comsat
was created .to focus resources on a closely defined technical systems development
problem. , On: the other hand," the real, problems in technology,' transfer are .- not
technical in 'nature and the payoffs are, external-to .the 'generating agency-c-not
directly controllable. , ", ,"';'",''' ,"::"',':[:-'>

But if you are speaking more generally .of linking 'private arid public-enterprise,
then Lwould strongly favor exploration of alternativemodes- arid 'routes. ,,:There
may: well be ways to incorporate the transfer agency concept to make' better
use of our national-technology resource. We must be careful" however. that new
approaches do not further isolate and discourage, participation, by smaller -or .lese
energized companies. :', ,:': ,.: ", ,'; "<,,,:':>,',,:'::':

MRI, and other regionally based, institutes can-and should, play-a maior.roledn
new private-public approaches. For one reason, as I've mentioned:a:bove',:,an
Inherenbpart of our business is technology tI'ansfer.,Foranother,dt Ia'Important
to recognize the major differences among regions in the United States.Le.abustness
acceptance oftechnology differswidely among regions as well as among Induatrles.
Experience has taught MRI a great deal about 'the sociology of Midwest, business"
for .exampla. so we could make a unique contribution here as could other similar
institutions in theirown,re'gions., ,',.... ',' "":'" ',/::';

Finally, MRI and its counterpart institutes are "future oriented" and recognize
that -the, value: of new technology -Is not intrinsic-it, lies in the, ttmeltneaa .of
application and. development; I therefore suggest, that you 'look, at .these.dneti
tutes astheyare--an existing, trained, and experienced.interface between industry
and-the Nation's pool of technological resources. .It may well prove that Wehave

. already the form of corporate transfer agent which you are seeking.

Franklin Institute:
1 believe 'thetotal "problem of technology transfer is so complex :that,'RsOluti~ri

should not be built around one Government-wide organization. 'I'hebentralisa
tion should take the form. ofencouraging the development.oftraneter mechanisms
in -all appropriate,' departments of the, Government, and 'should play ,the.role :of
'providing liaison: among' them.

Gulf South Research: Institute:
I would like to reeommeadthat 'all 'of the Government'infOrm'ationpr'Ogra1ll8

be centralized under one' Government-wide organization, but that the Government
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Include.some mechanism for evaluating and selecting significant new tnformetton
and getting it delivered to the obvious appreciative users.. __ _ ,:

I am not enthueiaatdc.about something as innovative as the "Comsat" approach
until wehave learned to- make better use of our conventional systems.

Our organlsatdon could be very effective' in evaluatlng; selecting and delivering
.-significantnew information to the appropriate users. ',' \

Adequate funding to .carry out the. task described under '(c) .
. ,

In Research Institute:
'The:reare_:som~'improvementswhich we can visualize' at this. time. The

acquisitdony-evaluatdon, storage; and-retrieval of knowledge will be an important
element of the economy in the next 30 years. To meet future requirements, .a
,centralization of information would seem worthwhile at the present time; Per- r

haps 'NASA, 'AEC, DOD,Departmentof Commerce, etc., should begin to use,
common: methods for identifying, evaluating, and disseminating new technology

! as well, as forbhe-classffleatlon, storage, and retrieval of this technology. Some
initdal succeae in this direction was shown by the recent joining of NASA and AEC

, .Into a joint technology brief program. •.... .. . '
'We do not feela "Oomsat-Ifke" approach would effectively handle this program.
Perhaps it could work as the. centralized storehouse but we feel the,dissemination
can best be handled by many groups scattered about the country more in tune

'witll'the .needs' of their regions. Universities and research -institutes could
probably play .e major role in this respect. Particularly the-research institutes
wl10are i,nthe'business of "bridging the gap" between basic research andindustry's
needs, :a:nd should be 'of considerable assistance, both from a technology and
,geogra:ph.ic polntcf view.

We at lIT Research Institute have been working for NASA 'for several years"
onecreenlng of innovations presented by NASA laboratories and contractors.
We have come to recognize that many of the suggestions are not transferable
at this time but we do see enough good to feel the program as operated today is

_worthwhile. No doubt, additional experience will improve the transfer but we
are inclined to feelIt will never reach the magrdtude that many, particularly the
proponents of the State Technical Services Act hope for. Technology does not
transfer from one user to another or from one discipline to another that easily.

. ·Stanford Research Institute:
'We do not believe it is in the-countey'a best interest, toattempt to centralize

transfer programs Or mechanisms into a single Government organization. New
technology and accompanying innovations arise from the special needs and
stimulation of-various Federal agencies. - This takes place in agency laboratories,
industrial, not-for-profit and university laboratories. This variety of sources is
a national strength in itself.

The transfer mechanism is best accomplished by industrial and not-for-profit
institutions who perform industrial and Govemment reeearch and-development.
They are acquainted with the work going on in many Federal agencies and at
-tbe same time,' have working relations with, industry and business. A not-for
profit institute such as the Stanford Research Institute would be especially useful
in translating Government supported technology into the civilian economy because
it works for a large segment of business and is by its nature objective.

"The translation does not take place well now and the presence of a central
government agency would, in our opinion, only add, another "slowing down" link
in the chain. We think as y-oudo that it is important to enhance the process. An
attractive and effective method to accomplish the transfer would be to create
funds within the Federal technology generating and supporting agencies to fund
proposals aimed only for the application of the technology they generate to the
improvement and development of industrial and business pr-oducts,processes
and services. One of the basic problems is the funding necessary to make the
transfer by scientists and engineers. The application. of modern technology to

.lndustry is expensive, and businesses are often reluctant to take the financial risk.
:Many small businesses and some larger firms do' not process the applied scientists
necessary to effect the transfer of technology.
,For example, SRI, the not-far-profit institute which I represent, could be very
" effective in carrying out the technology transfer on an objective basis, if transfer

funds could be applied for, since it is well acquainted with the technology generated
by Federal agencies, is very familiar with the economics of various industries; and
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understands at the same time thetechnologicalrequirenfentsofindustry Inorder
that they maintain their competitive position.'

In addition, the -Instibute staff 'of- about 3,000 people: cover 'all the .essential
scientific and technical disciplines and skills that would be required to make the
transfer. in -an optimum fashion..'

Southwest Research.Institute:
(a) Centralization of such services has merit because effort can be.jnultdplied

but if the _State program is diminished, the possibility of greater local, small
companypenetratdon with the new technology information is lost. AlI 'programs
deserve an incubation period before being required toconclustvely prove that they
are producing worthwhile results. _ - - .-: __ _ ,:' ,:><>,:,,;.

(b) "I'he Cornsat-approach is' interesting, "but the technology and Interestaof
the companies involved in the use of new technology are so broad and variedthat
proper organisatdon of a-group to direct the work might be difficult.

(c) Southwest is already a participant in the NASA technology utilization pro
gram, as noted, and is constantly trying to bring' new technology to the atteneton..
of its clients.We1have offered our services andassistance in the State technical
services program on both a local and regional basis. Southwest could serve any
organization both in gathering and classifying new technology information and
in disseminating it for use 'by interested parties. ' ' ''.:

(d) An organization can always be of greater assistance if more manpower is
applled. Specifically, we' could 'undertake the task of educating the smaller
industrialist to use profitably the new technology being made available to him.'
This is not a problem of present organization of :the Federal programs. .. Possibly
all we need to do is suggest our willingness to do such work to one or-both -of.the
present "technology transfer -orgentsatdone, '
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